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ABSTRACT
A systematic study of the photoabsorption spectra of highly excited hydrogen and 
alkali atoms in electric Helds is presented, based on the semiclassical closed-orbit theory. 
In most respects, hydrogen and alkali atoms behave similarly, because the excited alkali 
atoms have a single electron outside of a small ionic core, and the core only produces small 
shifts of energy levels and small phase shifts of scattered wave functions.
For hydrogen, the classical motion of the excited electron is regular and closed orbits 
can be enumerated. Above the zero-Held ionization threshold, the system is rather simple. 
There is only one closed orbit, called the parallel orbit, which goes out from the Coulomb 
center along the electric Held and later returns to the center. This orbit is unstable. 
Nevertheless, the orbit and its repetitions produce recurrences in time, that lead to 
oscillations in the absorption spectrum. Comparisons between theory and experiments 
show good agreement
Below threshold, the parallel orbit becomes stable and, as the energy decreases, many 
other orbits bifurcate out of i t  These closed orbits form orderly patterns, and the 
associated recurrences are most clear if the absorption spectrum is measured using a scaled- 
variables method and its Fourier transform, the recurrence spectrum, is computed. 
Bifurcations are readily observable in such spectra because they create new recurrences, 
and because at a bifurcation, observed recurrences are especially strong. We predicted the 
sequence of bifurcations, and the energies at which each would occur, in a paper published 
early in 1994. Recently, experimental measurements carried out at M.I.T. have conHrmed 
these predictions.
Near a bifurcation, the original form of closed-orbit theory diverges, since a 
bifurcation is correlated with a focus of classical orbits. An improved closed-orbit theory is 
derived by using the uniform semiclassical approximation, and by extending the wave 
function from the real three dimensional space into a four dimensional space. In this 
extended space, the orbits of the electron near the nucleus are straight lines. These lines are 
arranged so that they form a cusped caustic, and furthermore they form cylindrical foci in 
two independent planes in the four-dimensional space. We derive a formula for the wave 
function associated with this cylindrically focused cusp, and make a new prediction of the 
behavior of the recurrence spectrum near a  bifurcation. These predictions are compared 
with new experimental results. We find that the improved form of closed orbit theory 
accurately accounts for experimental measurements both globally and locally.
xii
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
1-1 Introduction
There has been a great deal of interest in the spectroscopy of atoms in high Rydberg 
states recently, particularly with atoms excited around the ionization limit in strong external 
electric and magnetic fields. Interest in these phenomena received its impetus from the 
observations by Garton and Tomkins of quasi-Landau resonances in the absorption 
spectrum of Ba in strong magnetic fields in 1969 [1].
When an electric field, comparable in strength to the Coulomb field on an electron, is 
applied spectral lines become broadened. Below the classical ionization threshold 
(E  = -2FV2), there is a quasi-discrete spectrum. As the energy increases from the 
classical ionization threshold to the zero-field ionization limit (E = 0), the photoionization 
cross section exhibits broad resonances. These broad resonances become oscillations in 
the positive energy region. The broad resonances above the classical ionization threshold 
were already predicted by Oppenheimer in 1928 [2]. However only in 1977 experimental 
results on resonance structures above the classical ionization limit were reported [3]. It was 
not until 1980 that systematic theoretical studies of this problem had been made. Besides 
numerical treatments [4], semiclassical WKB [5] and other theoretical methods have been 
employed to study the cross section around ionization threshold [6-9].
Our approach towards this problem is totally new.
This new approach emerged from the nature of some experiments: in those 
measurements individual energy levels were not resolved; instead, an average absorption
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
1. Introduction 3
was measured to a band of states within the finite resolution of the laser. This is because 
highly excited systems have a very large level density in their spectra, which often prohibits 
a traditional level-by level analysis of experimental results. It is found that the absorption 
as a function of energy is a superposition of sinusoidal oscillations. These "large-scale 
structures”—oscillatory structures that involve the collective effect of many individual 
absorption lines—are correlated with the recurrence of classical orbits.
Gutzwiller [11] and Balian and Bloch [12] were the first to develop a semiclassical 
theory that describes the quantum spectrum at finite resolution—periodic-orbit theory. In 
essence, the density of states is expressed as the trace of the semiclassical Green's 
function, which is a sum over all classical periodic orbits. This approach is based on a 
semiclassical approximation of Feyman's path-integral formalism. This periodic-orbit 
theory was later applied by Berry and Tabor to regular systems [13], and by Berry to 
certain chaotic systems [ 14]. Generally, most of their work deals with rather abstract 
model systems. In practice, what is measured experimentally is not the density of states, 
but the average oscillator strength density. Moreover, for an atomic system, closed orbits, 
not just periodic orbits, are generally important. A "closed-orbit theory" was then 
developed by Du and Delos [10] to calculate the absorption spectrum of hydrogen in a 
magnetic field. With some modification, this theory can be used on other atomic systems.
It is noticed that closed-orbit theory is most powerful and simple when applied to 
spectra which were recorded as function of scaled variables. The development of the 
scaled-variables technique [15,16] for measuring the absorption spectrum of an atom in an 
external field (varying the photon energy and the electric or magnetic field simultaneously 
to keep the scaled energy fixed) permits us to observe the structures associated with in 
unprecedented precision and detail. These observations stimulated theoretical work leading 
to a new level of interpretation—classical bifurcation theory was used to interpret the 
multiplication and proliferation of periodic orbits and their associated recurrences [17].
Atoms in electric fields provide a perfect example for a demonstration of this new 
approach. The equations of motion are separable for hydrogen. All closed orbits which
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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go out and return to the nucleus can be found by integration of classical equations of 
motion. This problem can further be simplified by taking into account the scaling law, 
since the classical dynamics of the system depends only on the scaled energy. As the 
scaled energy decreases there would be an orderly sequence of bifurcation, at each of 
which a new closed orbit would be created, resulting a new oscillation in the spectrum [18, 
19].
However, the closed orbit theory fails at the bifurcations because of a vanishing 
denominator in the formula. To overcome this deficiency, a uniform semiclassical 
approximation, valid near to or far from the bifurcation, can be obtained by making use of 
diffraction integrals [20].
1-2 Overview
This dissertation deals with photoabsorption spectra of highly excited hydrogen and 
alkali metals in an electric field via closed-orbit theory. Above the zero field ionization 
limit, energy domain spectra are investigated; below the zero field ionization limit, scaled 
variable spectroscopy is more interesting. We examine spectra at fixed scaled energy, with 
energy and electric field strength changing simultaneously. Comparisons with various 
experimental measurements are made both above and below the ionization limit.
In chapter 2 some relevant atomic subjects are discussed. They include: the 
relationship between wave functions and family of trajectories; Du and Delos’s closed-orbit 
theory of absorption spectra of atoms in a magnetic field; one electron atom in a modified 
Coulomb field; and the quasibound system and resonance spectra.
Each of chapters 3, 4, 5 consists of a published paper. Part of chapter 6 has been 
submitted for publication, and part of it is in preparation for submission.
In chapter 3, theoretical formulas for the photoabsorption cross section of hydrogen 
and one electron atoms in a static electric field are presented, based on the closed-orbit
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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theory previously used to study hydrogen in a magnetic field [10]. The modification of 
closed-orbit theory for alkali metals is small, due to the fact that highly excited alkali metals 
are hydrogen-like. The main differences between alkali metal and hydrogen systems are 
that the core potential modifies the relevant dipole matrix elements, and produces additional 
phase shifts.
In chapter 4, we examine absorption spectra of hydrogen and sodium in a strong 
electric field above the zero field ionization threshold. Only one unstable closed orbit exists 
here, and it is parallel to the electric field. Theoretical spectra are compared with 
measurements on hydrogen by Rottke and Welge [21], and on sodium by Baruch [18]. 
The agreement between theory and experiment is good. A scaled variable measurement is 
also suggested.
In Chapter 5, a detailed study of absorption spectra below the ionization limit is 
presented. Here, the orbit parallel to the electric field is stable and, as the energy decreases, 
many other closed orbits bifurcate out of it. These closed orbits have simple patterns, and 
the associated recurrences are most clear if the absoiption spectrum is measured using the 
scaled-variable method and the Fourier transform is computed. Such a spectrum is called a 
recurrence spectrum. The relation between the semiclassical Einstein-Brillouin-Keller- 
Marcus (EBKM) theory and our closed-orbit theory is examined: they are complementary 
methods in the same sense that energy and time are complementary variables in quantum 
mechanics.
In chapter 6, bifurcations of closed orbit in recurrence spectra are examined. 
Semiclassical formulas for the recurrence strength of a classical orbit diverges when an 
orbit undergoes a bifurcation. We present an improved closed-orbit theory by using the 
uniform semiclassical approximation. As a result, the theory is always finite and behaves 
correctly in all limiting cases. Comparisons of theory and experiments show good 
agreement at bifurcations.
In Chapter 7, a summary is given.
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CHAPTER 2 
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
In this chapter, some special topics of atomic physics, which are closely related to the 
following chapters, are reviewed.
2*1 C onnection  B etw een W ave F unctions And F am ilies Of 
T ra jecto r ies
The relationship between waves and trajectories was first pointed out by Hamilton [1]. 
Later, it was realized by deBroglie and Schroedinger that all particles have wave properties 
described by Schroedinger's equation. Since then much effort has been devoted to study 
the connection between waves and trajectories.
2-1.1 Semiclassical wave function
Suppose we are given a family o f trajectories, representing possible motion of a 
panicle in three-dimensional space (Fig. 2.1). The trajectories were started from some 
selected initial conditions, and the Hamilton equations of motion
dqL = dH_ dpi dH  (2-11)
dt dpi dt dqx
were integrated for some duration of time 0 < t < T  to obtain q(t) and p(t). We can 
associate with this family of trajectories a vector field p(q)—the momentum as a function 
of position. If the initial conditions on the trajectories are chosen appropriately, then
7
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Figure 2.1 A group of trajectories and associated wavefronts. The trajectories started from certain initial 
conditions, and they were propagated according to Hamilton’s equations with a specified energy.
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associated with this vector field is a classical action function S(q) , such that
p(q) = VS(q) (2- 1.2)
s(g) = Jp(g')-dq ' . (2-1.3)
Also associated with the family of trajectories is a classical density p(q). We may imagine 
the trajectory field to represent the flow of a fluid; then the density at any point q is related 
to the density on the initial surface by
Here q0 is regarded as a set of coordinates spanning an initial surface where trajectories 
begin, and J  is the Jacobian
It is evaluated by examining the divergence of adjacent trajectories from each central 
trajectory going from q0 to q.
From the characteristic function S(q) together with the density function p(q), one can 
construct a wave function [2, 3]
Usually, in practice, the momentum field has several branches Pk(q), then the action
(2-1.4)
VKtf) = \p(g)\1/2 exp[iS(q)/h]. (2- 1.6)
density functions also will have several branches, and the wave function is a superposition 
o f several terms,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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¥(q) =  2\pk{Qf2e*p i[ sM /h - f ik^ (2-1.7)
Here f ik (called the Maslov index) represents the relative phases of various terms in the 
superposition. It is actually associated with caustic or focal points through which each 
orbit passes, discussed later.
We say such a wave function is an approximate solution to the Schroedinger equation. 
One can show that (in regions where pk(q) is bounded) the function yf(q) satisfies the 
Schroedinger equation
Thus we expect that yr(q) will be close to an exact solution to the Schroedinger equation 
under semiclassical conditions (“small ft”).
It is quite clear that yr(q) can not approach an exact solution everywhere. When the 
trajectories curve back over each other, forming a boundary between an allowed and a 
forbidden region (a caustic); or the trajectories come from all directions, and converge to a 
point (a focus), then the Jacobian J(q) passes through zero and the classical density goes 
to infinity. On the contrary, an exact quantum wave function would be finite in such a 
region. Thus, a uniform asymptotic semiclassical wave function is required [3].
Fortunately, in the region where (2-1.7) is not valid, one can select an alternative 
representation from various momentum-space or mixed-space representation, e.g. In a 
two-dimensional system, there are four possible representations; q2q 2 (configuration 
space), p ip2 (momentum space) or qtp2 or pjq2 (the two mixed space). It has been
[(-iftV)2/2m + V(q) -  e] yf{q) = 0 (2- 1.8)
with an error that is proportional to some constant times h2 [3],
[H(- ihV ,q)-E]y /(q )<Dh2. (2-1.9)
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shown under general conditions that locally there always exists at least one good 
representation in which a finite semiclassical wave function exists. Therefore, the 
corresponding configuration space wave function y/(q) can be obtained by Fourier 
transforming the wave function constructed in such a representation. This uniform
well behaved along each caustic and focus and which is in good agreement with the 
quantum wave function.
Details of how to construct such a uniform semiclassical wave function will be shown 
in chapter 6.
2-1.2 Eigenfunctions in regu lar and irregu lar systems
When a system is regular, and bounded, then there is a systematic way to construct the 
eigenfunction from trajectories. A regular trajectory is quasiperiodic: it by itself forms the 
required vector field p(q).  This vector field supports a wave function of the form (2-1.7). 
Careful examination of boundary conditions and phase relationships reveal that a 
eigenfunction can only be constructed if action integrals Jk around distinct closed path are 
quantized:
We refer this procedure as the “Einstein-Brillouin-Keller-Marcus Correspondence 
Principle”, or EBKM scheme [2, 4-6]. It connects each individual eigenfunction to an 
individual quasiperiodic trajectory.
For a regular, quasibound system, a complex EBKM quantization scheme should be 
used, this will be discussed later in chapter 5.
Unlike the regular case, a typical chaotic trajectory does not form any sort of smooth 
vector field, and action variables associated with this trajectory cannot be defined, so there
approximation provided by Maslov and his coworkers [2] gives a wave function which is
(2- 1.10)
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Figure 2.2 Physical picture of the absorption process. (1) The atoms is in its initial state, with the 
oscillating field due to the laser present (2) The oscillating field produces zero energy outgoing Coulomb 
wave. (3) For large distance, around 50a0, wave propagates outward following classical trajectories. (4) A 
pencil of trajectories propagates outward, encounters a caustic (5), a focus (6), and another caustic (7). This 
group of trajectories then returns toward the atom (8). Around 50oq, it is described as an incoming zero 
energy Coulomb wave (9), which continues to propagate (10), until it overlaps with the initial state (11). 
Interference between steadily produced outgoing and incoming waves leads to oscillations in the absorption 
spectrum.
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is no way to build a wave function upon it using the EBKM scheme. Presently there exists 
no semiclassical theory connecting individual energy levels with individual irregular 
trajectories, so it is not easy to say what properties individual eigenfunction will have in the 
classical limit. A different approach is needed.
An approach, called “periodic orbit theory” [7], which connects average quantum 
quantities with classical trajectories (especially periodic orbits) was proposed by 
Gutzwiller. For atomic spectra, such an approach is replaced by closed-orbit theory [8].
2-2 Closed Orbit Theory Of Hydrogen In A Magnetic Field
Du and Delos [8] developed a semiclassical closed-orbit theory to describe the 
quantum spectrum at finite resolution, especially to explain the quasi-Landau structure of 
hydrogen atoms in a magnetic field. Their physical picture is quite simple. The incident 
electromagnetic radiation excites the electron into near-zero-energy outgoing Coulomb 
waves. At large distances (r >= 50ao, with a0 the Bohr radius) the wave is assumed to 
propagate semiclassically. The outgoing wave fronts then follow classical trajectories. 
Eventually the trajectories and wave fronts are turned back by the magnetic field; some of 
the orbits return to the nucleus, and associated waves (now incoming) interfere with the 
outgoing waves to produce the observed oscillations. The physical picture of the 
absorption process is shown in Fig. 2.2.
The starting point of their theory is that spectroscopic measurements at finite resolution 
give an average oscillator-strength density. It is well known that the rate of absorption of 
photons by a atom, or the rate of production of electrons in excited states, is directly 
proportional to the oscillator strength
(2-2. 1)
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where D  is the component of the dipole operator in the direction of polarization of the 
exciting radiation field. The oscillator-strength density (the oscillator strength per unit 
increment of energy) Df{Ey) is defined and its relationship to the Green’s function is 
given by the formulas
D f(Ef ) = f fip(Ef ) (2-2.2)
= -  2m‘ (E f ~ ^  Im(D¥i |G+e  | D ¥ i). (2-2.3)
Tin 1
When transitions occur from a single initial state to a group of unresolved final states, it is 
more appropriate to define an average oscillator-strength density which is related to a finite- 
resolution Green's function
Df{E) = -  2me^ 2~ E‘) Im (D v, \G\Dyr,). (2-2.4)
7m
Here G is the Green’s function averaged over a small band of energies.
A Green's function G+(q,q',E) is the wave produced at q by a steady source of 
outgoing waves of energy E at q'. It satisfies the homogeneous stationary Schroedinger 
equation for all q except q - q \
[ E - H ( - iV r q)]G+(q,q', E) = 8 (q - q ') .  (2-2.5)
The Green’s function G+(q,q', E ) consists of two parts: (1) A direct term arising from the 
fact that there are waves which propagate directly from q ' to q without ever leaving the 
vicinity of the nucleus. (2) A returning term which arising from waves that propagate 
outward from q', travel around in space for a while, and later return to vicinity of the 
nucleus, arriving at q '
E) = G ^ J q .q , E ) + G*„(q.q’,E ). (2-2.6)
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The direct part of the Green's function Gdir(q,q',E) can be approximated by taking 
into account that external fields are negligible close to the nucleus. Therefore , the direct 
term is just the ordinary Coulomb Green's function G*{q',q,E). It can be expanded in 
spherical harmonics [8]:
l.m
(2-2.7)
(2-2.8)
where W  is the Wronskian
W  = RjR'2 -  R2R'i = j/(« ;t/t '2). (2-2.9)
The returning part of the Green's function is more difficult to obtain. At large 
distances, a semiclassical approximation to the Green's function GXt(q,q',E) can be 
constructed from trajectories propagating radially outward from q'
G+,(0, e \E )  = c i|p * (0,9 ' f 2exp{i[Sk/h-Hk nil]}. (2-2.10)
k
However, it is more practical to construct G*et| Dy/(), or, more precisely, to construct
Y m  ^ ^ { q . q ' . E W q ' ^ t e ' W  (2-2.11)
for q in the same small region close to the nucleus.
To calculate yrret(q), the configuration space is divided into two regions: (i) An inner 
'Coulomb' region where a quantum mechanical expression is required. The magnetic field 
is negligible here; (ii) An outer region, where semiclassical expressions for the wave 
functions hold (r >= 50a0). Wave functions are first propagated outward from the vicinity 
of the nucleus where | Dyfj) is substantial. At r  = 50a0, these outgoing quantum wave are
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joined to semiclassical waves correlated with classical trajectories. With each trajectory that 
returns to the sphere r  = 50a0, there is an associated returning semiclassical wave. This 
wave then continues to propagate inward according to quantum mechanics. Thus a 
returning wave is correlated with each orbit closed at the nucleus, and the full returning 
wave is the sum of such returning waves.
It follows that the direct contribution to the absorption spectrum 
gives the smooth background Df0{E) that would occur in the absence of a magnetic field
Each returning wave contributes an oscillation to the absorption spectrum. Thus, the 
oscillator-strength density can be written in the form
Df{E) = Df0(E) + 'LCk sin{Sk/ h - a k ). (2-2.12)
k
Here k labels all closed orbits. Ck, the amplitude of the oscillation, depends upon: (1) the 
classical density associated with each returning orbit; (2) the initial state of the system; (3) 
the polarization of the absorbed light; (4) the initial and final directions of the orbit, as it 
leaves and returns to the nucleus. Sk, the classical action of the closed orbit, is the integral 
jp -d q  on the closed orbit. The phase constant ak is also related to the initial state, light 
polarization, initial and final direction of the orbit, and it contains the Maslov index 
associated with caustic or focal points through which the orbit passes.
The beauty of this closed orbit theory is that it is always applicable, irrespective of 
whether the system is regular or chaotic. In the following chapter, we will apply this 
closed orbit theory to an atom in an electric field, and obtain formulas for the absorption 
spectrum for such a regular system.
2-3 One Electron Atom In A Modified Coulomb Potential
For nonhydrogenic atoms with several electrons, the structure of atomic spectra and
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wave functions can be understood relatively simply and systematically if there is only one 
electron in a highly excited state, while all other electrons are described by tightly bound 
wave functions close to the atomic nucleus. This kind of atom is called a Rydberg atom, 
after the Swedish spectroscopist Johannes Rydberg. Rydberg atoms are like hydrogen in 
their essential properties since the excited electron is attracted by a compact ionic core 
(made of the nucleus and all the inner electrons) whose net charge is +1, the charge of a 
hydrogen nucleus. As long as the excited electron does not come too close to the core, the 
motion of the electron is the same as it would be in a hydrogen atom. Thus, outside the 
ionic core the physics of Rydberg atoms is essentially the physics of hydrogen [9]. The 
ionic core produces small shifts of energy levels and small phase-shifts of scattered wave 
functions.
2*3.1 Rydberg series and quantum defects
For an electron with orbital angular momentum quantum number I in a pure Coulomb 
potential
= (2-3.1)
r 2flr
the solution of the radial Schroedinger equation has energy eigenvalues
En = -  4 - , n = 1 +1, 1 + 2,... (2-3.2)
n
where R is the Rydrogen energy. If the potential V(r) differs from the pure Coulomb 
form only at short distances
V(r) = Vc(r) + Vsc(r), lim r2Vsc(r) = 0, (2-3.3)
r->«
then the energy eigenvalues can still be written in the form of (2-3.2) if we replace the 
quantum number n by a effective quantum number
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n * = n - H nl. (2-3.4)
Explicitly,
r  R _  R
h'nl ~ ~ T ~Is2 ~ ------(n*)2
(2-3.5)
The result is the removal of the I degeneracy. The corrections Uni 316 called quantum 
defects and the energies (2-3.5) form a Rydberg series.
The quantum defect /1^  depends only weakly on n for large n and converges to a 
finite value in the limit n —» °o [10]. Moreover, the quantum defect decreases rapidly with 
increasing angular momentum /, because the inner region, where the full potential deviates 
from the pure Coulomb potential, is screened more and more effectively by the centrifugal 
potential.
The departure of the wave function in a core potential from that of a pure Coulomb 
potential at large distance is characterized by a phase shift 8{. The quantitative connection 
between the quantum defect and the phase shift at ionization threshold is given by Seaton's 
Theorem [11]:
This relation can be understood most easily in the frame work of semiclassical 
approximation where both 8t and /i; are related to the classical action of an orbit [10].
2-3.2 Modified Coulomb wave function near the ionization threshold
The radial Schroedinger equation for a hydrogen atom is (in atomic units) [12]
lim = / / , ( £  = E0) = — lim 8t (E).
X E - * E 0
(2-3.6)
= E M r ) .
2r d r  2r r
(2-3.7)
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In general, the radial wave function can be written in terms of confluent hypergeometric
functions. However, the solution near the ionization threshold is much simpler. 
Neglecting En = - l / n 2, then (2-3.7) goes over into
(2-3.8)
2r d r  2r r
The differential equation no longer contains n , so its solution will be also independent of 
n. By changing variable to x  = V Ir , and substituting Ri(r) = Bt(x)/x  and deriving the 
differential equation governing B[(x). it leads to Bessel's equation of order {21 + 1)
d Bt 1 dBt
 =r + ------ -d r  x  dr x 2
Bt = 0  (2-3.9)
with B[ = J 2i+i{-iSr)- Thus the radial wave function are expressed in terms of Bessel 
functions by the formula
R®'reg(r) = J2t+;(V ^r)/VSr (2-3.10a)
Rp.irreg  (r) = Y2U1(^T?)/yf8? (2-3.10b)
Ri0-out{r) = H{2i l 1(yfS?)/y[8?, (2-3.10c)
where the superscript zero means zero energy. At large distances, these functions behave 
as
n 2 V^2 cos\*j8r - ( l  + i \n -J t /4 \
n . f 2 \^2 sin\yf8r-(l + j ) j t - n /4 ]
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*  M  v«t » /  v s ?  ' ( 2 ' 3 I l c )
If now the actual potential only deviates from the Coulomb form at small values of r, 
then outside the core, the wave function of the excited electron is a linear combination of 
Coulomb functions /?z0,ref(r) and F^'img{r) [13]:
U?’reg(r) = cos Si R?’*g(r) -  sin 8t R^’irreg{r), (2-3.12a)
U°-img(r) = cos8l R°’irreg(r) + sin8t R.f'reg(r), (2-3.12b)
Uf-ou,(r) = Uf’reg{r) + iU?Meg{r) . (2-3.12c)
(5/ is the phase shift mentioned above).
In the asymptotic region
n ( 2  \V 2 c o s \^8 r -[ l + j ) n - n / 4  + 8i]
- 1 1 J — ' ......... 1 <2-3-13a)
f  2 \ ^ 2 s in \ 'j8 r -( l  + i ) } t - n /4  + 8i\
1 1 <2-3-13«
v i V > - ’ 7 E  i t s  ■ (2-3.13c)
Thus, the effect of the additional potential on the /th partial wave is a shift in the phase of 
the radial function Ut relative to the phase of Rl , the solution for a pure Coulomb potential.
2-4 Quasi-Bound System And Resonance Spectra
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A system which can disintegrate does not, strictly speaking, have a discrete energy 
spectrum. The particle leaving it when it disintegrates recedes to infinity, and hence the 
energy spectrum is continuous [14].
However, for a system with small disintegration probability, i.e, a quasibound 
system, the energy spectrum is quasi-discrete; it consists of a series of broadened levels 
(resonances), whose width, r, is related to the lifetime of a state, t ,  by T  ~ h /r . The 
width of the quasi-discrete levels are small compared with the distance between them.
For resonances, instead of solving Schroedinger’s equation with a boundary condition 
requiring the finiteness of the wave function at infinity, we are now looking for solutions 
which represent an outgoing spherical wave at infinity. This corresponds to the particles 
finally leaving the system when it disintegrates. Such a boundary condition is complex, 
thus it leads to a set of complex eigenvalues, which are written in the form
E  = E0-±ir, (2-4.1)
E0 and r  are two constants which define the position and the width of a resonance state.
It is easy to see the physical meaning of complex energy values through the time factor 
of the wave function
e -( i/h )E t  =  e -{ iih )E 0t e - ( r ih ) t i2 ( 2 _4 2 )
Hence the probability of finding the particle "inside the system" decreases with time 
according to the exponential law Thus T determines the lifetime of the state; the
probability per unit time of the particle leaving the system is w = r/h.
One situation which can lead to resonances occurs when a potential barrier separates 
the inner region of small separations rfrom the outter region of large r . Such a potential 
barrier can result from the superposition of a Coulomb potential and an external electric
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potential (Fig. 2.3)
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V(r) = --------+ eFz. (2-4.3)
r
The potential tends to when the electron goes to z -  -«*>. For low-lying states and not 
too a strong field, lifetimes of states are so long that the states can be regarded as bound, 
but for highly excited states and/or very strong fields, lifetimes can be short and the widths 
of the resonant states are large.
^  /
Figure 2.3 Potential along the z-axis of the potential energy (2-4.3) for a one election atom in a electric 
field. Dashed lines are electric potential and Coulomb potential, solid lines are the total potential.
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CHAPTER 3 
DERIVATION OF THE CLOSED- 
ORBIT THEORY IN AN 
ELECTRIC FIELD
3-1 Introduction
This chapter deals with the effect of closed classical orbits on the absorption spectrum 
of atoms in a strong electric field. The derivation is based on the theory developed in Ref. 
[1] [2]. The approximations and physical picture used there are readily applied here.
The Schrodinger equation for a hydrogen atom in an electric field is separable in 
parabolic coordinates. Hence, unlike the case of an atom in a magnetic field, the classical 
trajectories are not chaotic. In principle, we can list all of the closed orbits that propagate 
away from and return to the vicinity of the nucleus. For hydrogen three approximations are 
used. (1) Near the atomic nucleus, the electric field is negligible. (2) Far from the nucleus, 
the waves propagate semiclassically. (3) Returning waves are similar to (cylindrically 
modified) Coulomb-scattering waves.
For alkali atoms, the potential energy felt by the electron is Coulombic outside of a 
core, and hence the radial wave functions are hydrogenic functions with a phase shift St . 
In addition, l - s  coupling in the 3p  configuration mixes /z and sz into states.
These two effects modify the angular distribution of the outgoing waves. Moreover, when 
the wave returns to the ion core, it is scattered. The scattered waves consist of a Coulomb 
scattered wave and a core scattered wave as well. Both o f these waves then retrace the 
closed orbit and later return to the ion to produce oscillations which are associated with
24
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repetitions of the orbit In other respects, the cross section is similar to that obtained for 
hydrogen.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Sec. 3-2 we briefly explain the theory for 
atoms in magnetic fields given in Ref. 2. In Secs. 3-3 ~ 3-5 the behavior of waves in the 
vicinity of the nucleus is discussed. We specify the initial wave function and the dipole 
operator, then the wave function near the ionization threshold and the radial integral, and 
finally the outgoing waves and the smooth background. In Sec. 3-6 we discuss the 
semiclassical waves in the region where electric field and Coulomb field are comparable. 
The amplitude and phase of wave functions are specified, and the effects of repetitions of 
classical closed orbits are taken into account. In Sec. 3-7, the result of Secs. 3-3 - 3-6 are 
put together to describe oscillations in the spectrum. In Sec. 3-8, we note that the formula 
can not be applied to the 8  = 0 orbit, and we derive an expression for this case. In Sec. 3- 
9 by using scaled variables to describe the properties of classical trajectories, we are able to 
get a simple analytic expression for the oscillator strength density [3,4]
3-2 General Formula And Modifications
In Ref. [2] the formula for the average oscillator strength density Df(E) in a magnetic 
field w as given. We follow closely the formulation given in Ref. [2], and equations from 
that paper arc referenced as, for example [II, (5.13a)]. We restrict ourselves here to the 
case where the light is linearly polarized along the electric field (^-polarized light).
The photoabsorption cross section cr(E) is related to the average oscillator strength 
density Df(E) by
a  = ^ ^ - D f { E ) ,  (3-2.1)
mec
and the oscillator strength density is related to the Green's function by
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D f(E ) = - 2/Wg^  £f^ £>y,-|/mG+|£>V'f)- (3-2.2)
By dividing the Green's function into a "direct" part and a "returning" part and by using a 
semiclassical approximation, it was shown in Ref. 2 that the oscillator-strength density 
could be written as a smooth "background" term plus a sum of sinusoidal oscillations
D f(E) = Df0(E) + ZCk(E)sinAk(E). (3-2.3)
k
The smooth background term Df0(E) is equal to the oscillator strength density that would 
be obtained in the absence of a magnetic field,
Dfo(E = 0) = I ' f -  0-2 .4)
The integrals /(« ,/,/') are dipole matrix elements between the initial bound state and the 
free states, and the b\-m are Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. Each oscillatory term arises from 
a closed orbit labelled k . The amplitude and phase constant Ck and Ak are calculated from 
the formula [II, (S. 13a)] in atomic units
C1e^(/4,) = (E-£i)2,!>( V ( \ - » < (sin0?sinO})’12 4<f'M ’ e21^
x eJJ / ^ 2V * - j V ] | v ( ef ) v  * (» /), (3-2-5)
where
*  (6) = l ( - ) l'l{n ,l,l1)blmYiim(d,0) (3-2.6)
h
and
= jjR ^ ( r ) r 3- 2f'* ‘^ dr. (3-2.7)
Here and Of are the initial and final angles of the Jfcth closed orbit, 5* + 2^8rb is the
classical action around the orbit, //* is the Maslov index, A* is the classical amplitude, and
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rb is an arbitrary boundary radius which we typically take to be around 50oq. Q  and Ak 
are obtained by evaluating the amplitude and the phase of the right-hand side of (3-2.5). 
For further details, see Ref. [2].
The above formula was derived to describe the absorption spectrum of hydrogen in a 
magnetic field. To describe the spectrum of hydrogen and alkali atoms in electric fields, 
several modifications of the formula must be made. First, we need to modify the initial 
wave function: for hydrogen in electric fields the initial state is a combination of s and p  
states, while for alkali atoms, the effect of spin orbit coupling must be incorporated. 
Second, for alkali atoms, each of the continuum wave functions y^ nim is a hydrogenic 
function with a radial phase shift St = npi caused by atomic core. Third, we need to 
include repetitions of the closed orbits. Fourth, the formula does not apply to the orbit 
which goes up and down the field with 6-t =Qf = 0.
3-3. Wave Functions Of The Initial State
Ionization cross-sections depend upon the initial state from which the atom is ionized. 
3-3.1 Hydrogen
In the experiment on hydrogen reported in Ref. [6], the electron was first excited to the 
n = 2 shell, and then ionized. Both steps were performed with z-polarized light The 
external field couples the degenerate s and p  states in the rt = 2 shell (linear Stark effect), 
so the initial wave-function is
(3-3.1)
i
or, more specifically,
Vi = ^ [ * 20*00(0.0 )+ XR2]Y10(6,0)], (3-3.2)
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in which A = 1 for 2 s+ 2p  state, and A = -1  for 2s -  2p  state; thus
d» = T 2  d' = k T 2  (3-3-3)
Combining the initial state with the z -component of the dipole operator, one obtains 
for |Z>y/, ) a combination of partial waves times Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. The result is 
written in the form
D y , =  Z < kR j\ <p) |. (3-3.4)
The coefficients are defined as
b\'m = | ^ m(0,(p)cos0K/m(0, <p)sin9 d6dq>, (3-3.5)
and the values needed in this chapter are
boo = J /3 >  bf0 = J l /3 , b 1^  = V^/TJ, b i ^ ^ I f T l .  (3-3.6)
For hydrogen, then
20 (3-3.7)
3-3.2 Pseudo-hydrogen
In his studies of the Stark effect, Harmin [5] used an artificial model of hydrogen, in 
which the coupling between s and p  states was ignored. (His purpose was to compare 
hydrogen with alkali metals, which do not have this degeneracy.) To compare our results 
with his, we also consider this model, which we call "pseudo-hydrogen". It is just like real 
hydrogen, except that the initial states are
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Vi = Rnl(r)Ylm(e,<p), (3-3.8)
and
D ¥i = rRrf (r)X blrm Yrm (6, <p). (3-3.9)
v
For the initial 3p state, we have
V i= R 3I{r)Y10{e,q>), (3-3.10)
and
D r , - * W r f f * + £ U  (3-3.11)
3-3.3 Sodium
In the experiments on sodium [6], again the electron was first excited from 3s to 3p 
states using a laser that was linearly polarized parallel to the electric field. Since the spin- 
orbit splitting (77 cm-1) exceeded the laser resolution (0.3  cm-1), the laser selected either 
the SP3/2 or 3P1i2 state with the ionizing energy [7] E3/2 = -24476.3 cm-1 and 
El/2 = —24493.5 cm l . The initial state wave function is then either
&3i(r)
or,
J j r i t P + f y l A  y - f .  (3-3.12a)
«3l ( r ^ r 1Cc c - ^ r , A  j . i ,  (3-3.12b)
or the analogous states having m} — -1 /2 . a  and p  are two spin states, with
-a  -(:)■
Generalizing this case, the initial situation corresponds to an incoherent statistical mixture
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of two pure states; both have the same value of j ,  one has my = 7/2, and the other has 
my = -7 /2 . Each of these can be written as
Vi = ZCJmRni(r)Ylm{e,<p)xm.-m- (3-3.13)
where Xi/2  = a  . X -1/2 = P . and
c"2 = i ?  c ? 2 = _ i l f -  <3'3-14)
Hence, for sodium
DVi — ^ ‘Wn?l’nSfl>(P>)Xmj-nm \ r  1
(3-3.15)
if j  = 3/2, my = 7/2,
Dyfi = rRn l £ r x ,a + ^ r a>a+J ± r 2j}'' (3-3.16)
or if j  = 7/2, my = 7/2,
D V /= r K j ^ y 2„ a + (3-3.17)
3-4 Wave Function Near The Ionization Threshold And Radial 
Integral
For hydrogen (and "pseudo-hydrogen") the wave functions near the ionization 
threshold were given in Eqs. [tL (4.4)-(4.11)], and the relevant dipole matrix elements are 
also defined in Eq. (3-2.7). The values needed are
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7(2,0,1) = 4.6888, 1(2, 1, 0) = 1.3535,
1(2,1,2) = 5.4142, 1(3,1,2) = 11.1282 (3-4.1)
[The value of 1(3,1,0) = -1.2365 given in Ref. 2 was not correct.]
To describe the wave functions for Na, we must divide space into several regions: (1) 
For r  <= la0, inside the core, the wave function cannot be expressed in any simple form; it 
must be computed by some ab initio method. However we do not need much information 
about this region. (2) For la0 <~ r <~ 50a0, the wave functions are written in terms of the 
regular and irregular Coulomb function for the excited electron
nO.irree/ % r 2^/+/(VSt) . h u i { ^ )K, 6(r) = cos6i +smS, J l.
(3-4.2a)
(3-4.2b)
= ei5‘
' | Y2M{48~r)
V«r 48? J. (3-4.2c)
R^,Kg is the wave function regular at the origin, is the one that is irregular at the
origin and /?f’out is the outgoing wave function at large distances. Si is the phase shift to 
the Coulomb wave caused by the sodium core. Si = Hi7* is set by taking the quantum 
defect Hi on the branch [5]
2 2
i.e.
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This choice ensures the proper sign of the dipole matrix element /'). The values
are
Ho — 1.350 —> +0.350,
Hi = 0.856 —> -0.144,
H2 ~ 0.014,
~  0 .
The asymptotic form for large r (valid for 5a0 <= r <~ 50a0) of these wave functions
are
V ( 3 - 4 . 3 c )  
\ n ^ 8 r )  <48r
Eqs. (3-4.2) are exact solutions to the Coulomb Schrodinger equation at E = 0, and they 
give an adequate approximation to the solution for a reasonable band around E = 0.
The ionization cross-section is proportional to the dipole matrix-elements between the 
initial states and the E ~ 0  states. Let us define
= R ^ ( r ) 4 n \ r ) r 3dr, (3-4.4)
where R^{r) represents a radial factor for the initial state and /?®'reg(r) is the regular 
solution at E = 0, normalized so that its asymptotic part matches Eq. (3-4.3a). Such 
integrals are analogous to the hydrogenic integral [II. (4.12)], and for sodium, the integral 
/ Na («,/,/') will replace the hydrogenic integral l{n,l,V) everywhere in our formulas.
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In comparison, Harmin, in his calculation, defined similar radial matrix elements, but 
normalized his wave functions differently. His wave functions were normalized by delta- 
functions in energy
P S i l =  « (£  -  £ ')• (3-4.5)
and a detailed analysis shows that our radial wave functions differ from his by
= , ( r .B -0 ) .
It follows that our radial integrals differ from his by the same factor. He gave values for 
the required integrals based upon an unpublished calculation by K. T. Cheng. We will use 
those values (divided by V2 )in our calculation:
/Na(J,/,0 ) = j |( 5 .5 2 - 5 .5 9 E ) ,
1^(3,1,2) = ^ ( 5 .7 9  -  152.2E), (3-4.6)
where E  is in hartrees.
3-5 The Smooth Background Absorption, The Outgoing Waves, 
And The jy's
With the radial wave functions defined above, the direct part of the Green's function is 
Cj,(r.r',E)= i r u e .  9) g f ( r . r ' K ( » W ) .  (3-5.1)
l,m
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(3-5.2)
where W is the Wronskian
W = RjR'2 -  R2R] = i/[8nrr'2).
This formula applies to hydrogen or to sodium. In the latter case, the Green's function is 
understood to contain a unit operator acting upon spin states.
3-5.1 Background absorption
As was shown in Ref. [2], the smooth background absorption is related to the direct 
part of the Green's function by the formula
Straightforward application of Eq. (3-5.1) and the appropriate formula for Di/r, leads to the 
following results.
For hydrogen:
(3-5.3)
= 3.939.
j j / ( 2 , 0,1)2 + ± 1 (2 ,1 ,2)2 + ~ I(2 ,1.0)2]
(3-5.4)
This value applies to either initial state (2s ± 2p).
For pseudohydrogen,
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Df0{E ~ 0 ) = - 4 { E - E i)z\b l.m I ( n ,U ' f
=l[Ll[3,,,0f+±IW,2f]
= 8.356. (3-5.5)
For sodium:
Df0(E .O )  = - 4 ( E - E i ) X  | Cibj.m / N. ( n . u f
/ ,ftt
(3-5.6)
In this case, the values for the two possible initial states are not the same. For j  = 5/2, 
n t j  = 7/2,
Df0{E = 0) = -jD f0(E ~0 ,m  = 0 —> 0) + jz> /0(£  ~0,m  = l^> l)
-  4Ei 
= 2.373,
| / Na(3,7,0)2 + A ; Na(5, 2)2 + -^ -/Na( 3,7,2)2 
9 45 75
(3-5.7a)
while for j  = 7/2, my- = 7/2,
D/0(E -  0) = -jD /0(E -  0,/n = 0 -> 0) + jz> /0(£  = 0,m = 7 -» 7)
= 4E,. 7 
9
= 7.936.
7r7Na(5,7,0)2 + A 2)2 + -£: W *  * 2)245 75
(3-5.7b)
Therefore, / - s coupling simply superposes the background absorption with different 
values of m.
3*5.2 Outgoing waves
The quantity G ^ D y /,)  represents the initial outgoing wave that is produced when the
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photon ionizes the atom. For r  >= 5oq, the asymptotic expression can be used for 
r E=o.out (/■>), and the outgoing wave becomes
Vout(r) = Gte\DVi)
= YX-iWl223l4r~3l4e i3lll4elWr^  J p Y " *  (3-5.8)
m
=SvCt {r.eyr*, (3-5.9)
m
in which
V „( 0) = i ( - ) ' i i . ( e . oy5' (<•>•'.  (3-5.10)
The functions y  m(0) represent the angular distribution of the outgoing waves. They are 
evaluated for the various cases by again using the appropriate initial state in Eq.(3-5.10).
For hydrogen, we obtain
v  » (« )=  X ( - f  dli(n,i,r)bi.mrl. j e ,0 ) ,  (3 -s .ii)
I f
or explicitly,
Vo( 0)  = lO K Yooid.O ) + XI (2, l,2)bJ2OY2O(9,0) - 1(2, l,0)b°loY10(0,0)\.
(3-5.12)
For the special case 0 = 0,
v  0(0) = - jL ~ [ l ( 2 ,1,0) +21(2,1,2)-431(2,1,0)]. (3-5.13)
The value of y  o(0) *s —2.3382 for X = —1, and 0.4676 for X = 1.
For pseudo-hydrogen, Eq.(3-2.6) is correct, and
V o(e) = blol(3,l,O)Yoo(9,O) + b12OI(3,l,2)Y2O(0,0). (3-5.14)
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All the other ’s are equal to zero. The value at 0 = 0 is
v  0(0) = -jL ^[I(3 ,1 ,0 )  + 21(3,1,2)] = 4.2290. (3-5.15)
For sodium, due to the spin-orbit coupling, for each quantum number j ,  the outgoing 
wave is a spinor function — i.e. the angular distribution of outgoing waves depends on 
whether the electron spin is up or down. The general formula for the /y m(6) is
*  m(0) = i(-fc ixm-j(n,i.n4mrrm(e.oySr. <3-5.16)
/' 1
The specific forms with different quantum numbers are, for j  = 5/2, ntj = 7/2,
V o(O) = ^[boolK*(3,l,O)Yoo(0,O)eiSo + b12OrNa(3,l,2)Y2O(0,O)ei5^ a i (3-5.17a)
V j (&) = J jb ! j I Nll(3,l,2)Y2j(e ,0 )e iS>/3, (3-5.17b) 
and for j  = 1/2, ntj = 7/2,
V o(0) = ^ 0 0 1 ^ ( 3 , 1 , 0)Yoo(e,0)eiS‘> + bI2OINi(3,l,2)Y2O(0,O)eiS>]a, (3-5.18a)
V i(0) = ~iJjb2I/N>(3,l,2)Y21(0,O)eiS>0. (3-5.18b)
When 0 = 0 , both /y's only have spin up part. In other words, all our observed 
oscillations in sodium are caused by my = 0 final state:
V M  = A 0 V *  + ^H .{3J .2 )e iS‘ ]a
=^0.SI2e‘St +J.09e“ : 'ja, ;  =  | ,  mf = j  (3-5.19a)
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y o W = - ^ [ l ^ l . O y S‘ + 2l^(.3J.2 )e ,s‘]a
The angular distribution of the outgoing waves are plotted in Fig. 3.1.
3-6 Sem iclassical Returning W aves
As is well known, the semiclassical wave function can be calculated from classical 
trajectories provided that the wave function is known on an initial surface. Since our 
Hamiltonian has cylindrical symmetry, the three-dimensional wave function can be 
separated.
We take the boundary sphere as the initial surface. The amplitude is related to a two- 
dimensional quantity A2(r, Q) by the formula
In Ref. [2] which dealt with orbits of energy E ~  0 in a magnetic field, all the orbits 
were unstable. Therefore each closed orbit contributed a substantial oscillation only on its 
first return, and in most cases, the contribution of the second or third returns of an orbit 
were negligible. However, in the case of an electric field, for E < 0 the relevant orbits are 
stable, and for E > 0 the instability is rather weak. Therefore many repetitions of a given 
orbit can produce visible effects. For the hydrogen atom, the effects can be calculated 
using only minor modifications of Eq. (3-2.5). For sodium, on the other hand, the effects 
of repetitions are nontrivial.
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(a) 2s-2p 2s+2p (b)3p
(c)Pv, P3/2 *  1/2
Figure 3.1: The angular distribution of the outgoing waves: (a) 2s±2p  initial state; (b) 3p initial state, 
(c) 32P3j2ji2  initial state. Dashed lines arc spin up states, and solid lines are spin down states.
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3-6.1 The amplitude A2
The amplitude is calculated by computing each classical closed orbit and its neighbors, 
and evaluating the two-dimensional Jacobian
at the initial and final boundary rb\ then
where tj is the time of first return to the boundary.
When a closed orbit returns to the nucleus, the Coulomb field sends the electron back 
to exactly retrace the orbit in reverse. However, the neighbors do not retrace their steps. 
They pass behind the nucleus and go back out close to the closed orbit, following it around 
until it returns again. The amplitude for the nth return is obtained by evaluating the same 
two-dimensional Jacobian (3-6.3) at tn ^  the time of the nth return to the boundary
Computationally, instead of integrating the neighboring orbit step-by-step when they are 
close to the nucleus, we neglect the electric field inside the boundary radius, and use 
analytical formulas for Kepler orbits. Specifically, on each return of a trajectory to the 
boundary rb, the value of 0and p 9 are recorded; then using standard formulas for Kepler 
orbits, one can show that the trajectory goes back out through the boundary at an angle
(3-6.4)
(3-6.5)
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(3-6.6)
and with p'e = pgm Hence the neighbor is launched in a new direction, and it can be 
followed numerically until its next return. (A better way to treat this problem is given by 
Mao and Delos [12].)
3*6.2 The phase
The phase of the semiclassical wave function is calculated as follows. In Eq. (3-2.5) 
the phase S% is f  p -dq  on a closed orbit starting and ending at the boundary rb  ^ and the 
term 2-j8ry corrects this phase to include the action integral from r = 0 to r  = rb Hence 
each time the orbit passes through the nucleus, the phase increases by 2^8rb . It follows 
that the semiclassical phase for the nth return of the kth closed orbit is
The Maslov index is computed by counting caustics encountered by the trajectory [8]. 
For any Hamiltonian of the form
the Maslov index increases by 1 at each simple zero of the Jacobian J(t). As trajectories
(3-6.7)
If E * 0, then *j8rb should be replaced by
or
(3-6.9)
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are integrated, we monitor J2{t) for changes of sign, and increment p  at each such change. 
In addition, as stated in Ref. [2], the index increases by 1 each time an orbit passes through 
p  = 0. (One might expect that the Maslov index for the nth repetition of the orbit, p " , is 
equal to n p ; ; however this relation does not always hold. A general formula for p ” was 
given in Ref. [12].)
Furthermore, at each return to the nucleus the Maslov index increases by 2 if Of * 0
and by 1 if Of = 0. This change is due to a focusing effect o f the orbits close to the
nucleus.
For Qf * 0, the proof is a trivial extension of formulas given in Ref. [2]. Using the 
approximation discussed therein, we derived a closed-form expression for the incoming 
part of the returning wave [II, (4.23a)]:
(Vc,8,). = ( - ) mel7ll22~3l2 nT1 exp + cos(0 ~ #/)] |  (r sin Of sin 0) 1^ e im(p.
(3-6.10)
By precisely the same method, the corresponding expression for the outgoing part of the 
returning wave is
(Vc,ef ) = { - )me~l7C/22~312 iC1 + cos(& -  0/)] j  (rsin Of sin 6) 1/2eunq>.
(3-6.11)
These asymptotic expressions hold for r >= 10a0, and 6 close to Of. Hence, at the 
boundary r = rb, 0=  Of, the scattered wave is related to the incoming wave by
( ^ L =e"'v ^ ( ^ L -  < 3 - 6 1 2 )
Clearly, the phase difference between the Coulomb scattered and incoming wave is 
(2-yj8rb -  ti). The first term is the classical action from the boundary to the origin and back 
to the boundary. The second term is naturally incorporated into the Maslov index for the 
trajectory, and it shows that this index increases by 2 in each return to the nucleus. (The
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case 6 = 0 will be examined in section 3-8.)
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3-7 Returning And Scattered Waves Close To The Nucleus 
(For 0 * 0 )
As stated in Ref. [2], the returning waves are assumed to be similar to the wave that 
would be obtained from a plane-wave source at infinite distance in a pure Coulomb field. 
According to the description given in Fig.3 of Sec. IV.D of Ref. [2], we took a zero- 
energy Coulomb scattering wave, rotated it so that its incoming direction would correspond 
to the direction of approach of the Jkth trajectory, and then spun it around the z-axis to 
recover cylindrical symmetry.
For hydrogen, the resulting approximation for the returning waves, and their effect on 
the oscillator-strength density was fully described in [2]. Here we develop the 
corresponding approximation for alkali atoms, incorporating the phase shifts due to the 
atomic core.
Waves returning to the sodium ion must satisfy two conditions: (i) They must be the 
solutions o f the Schrodinger equation for Na; (ii) Since the potential deviates from 
Coulomb form only at small r, the incoming waves must be the same as hydrogenic ones,
The required expressions for the incoming part of the wave functions are as indicated in [II, 
(4.23a) and (4.23b)]:
(v/Na,fl/ ). = (-)me,nt22 3!2 n 1 expj-i'2-^r|/ + cos{6 -  #/)] j  [rsin Of sin 6) etm<p
(3-7.1)
; ( - V s 7 + f c r + ^ j ]
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The partial wave expansion of the returning wave is
” '('•) W M .  (3-7.3)
I
where /jf,rc8(r) is given in Eq. (3-4.3a). Here is the exact point at which waves returning 
to a sodium ion differ from those returning to a hydrogen ion —  the radial wave functions 
are different If we use Eq.(3-4.3a) to separate V'Na.fl, int0 incoming and outgoing waves, 
match the incoming part with (3-7.2), then
= (3-7.4)
therefore,
v a . 4, = v y J S lf- ’n (r)cu‘ . (3-7.5)
Let us now evaluate the overlap of the returning wave with the "source" 
(DV',|v'Nie/ )  (noting also thal Y ^B p O )  is real]:
= ^ U - 1 ^ \ y ^ { e f .o)dmI(n,l,r)b\.„Xmrm\  (3-7.6)
= : j f  * -(» /)■  <3‘7-7>
ty m{Pf) is the "unexpected conjugate" of m(0 /): It contains the Hermitian conjugate of 
the spin state Xmr m (in principle) complex conjugates of the coefficients blrm, CJm the
integral 7(n, /, /') and Ybn(0f>0) , but it does not contain the complex conjugate of e,S‘. In
our case, (linear polarization), all the quantities marked [ ]+ are real, so -y m(^ /)  *s the 
transpose spinor to /y m(0/)-
Each returning orbit carries with it a returning wave which is equal to a constant times
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defined above:
v C ( r> e> 9) = e‘m<pA™(r, 6 )exp^[s?(r, 6 ) f  sin 6 -J r2 sin 6  v C tfo  di)-
(3-7.8)
This is set equal to a constant times equ. (3-7.1) on a boundary point r = r^, 9 -  Oj-:
<p) = ? ) ] (3-7.9)
Combining Eq. (3-7.1) and (3-7.8), we get
n e l^ 23l2r- ,__________
*  l ^ sindi sin9f
Setting /; = /y = rb, and using Eq.(3-5.8) for yCit* we obtain
/ 1 \ 2IS/4 n 5/2ei2^  ,__________
Nm\ p Y i | V'Na.fl,/  = 1/4 i3n/4  ^sindisindj-
rb e
xA? 9 ) - , /"  ^ ]|v  „(9,)y ,,(9 ,).
(3-7.10)
(3-7.11)
Near the boundary, the scattered part of the wave function can be extracted from (3-
7.5):
f..^n ) _ 4 l t  ^  ?) _f j"  fo l f t .  ^ _ T I  «25, „  ?
} 2 5/4 n 1/2r3/4 exp\ y ^ '  [  4 r \ j e • (3_7-12)
It is obvious that I V^ Na.e I can be separated into two parts [9],
\  ’ 1 /scat
(3-7.13)
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Df
returning waves 
on each closed orbit
initial outgoing waves 
on each closed orbit
interference oscillations in 
photoabsorption cross section
outgoing 
Coulomb scattered waves 
retracing orbit 
plus
outgoing core-scattered 
waves on every orbit
Figure 3.2 Coulomb-scattered wave and the core scattered wave in the repetitions of the closed oibit.
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where
( » * / L = i
4 k
(3-7.14a)
and
) 25'W " ^{'[^ I' J^ Jfr J )
(3-7.14b)
[vTe  ) is the cylindrically-modifled Coulomb-scattered wave; it is the same as the
'  ’ 1 '  scat
scattered wave that arises in hydrogen. These waves are strongly backward focused, so 
they go out in the 6 j direction. These waves then retrace the closed orbit in reverse, and 
return to the nucleus later to produce oscillations which we associate with repetitions of the 
orbit. I y ^ re 0 ) is the wave scattered from the very compact core of the sodium ion.
'  ’ 1 'scat
Since for sodium the phase-shifts <5/ decrease quickly to zero with increasing /, the partial 
wave expansion of the core-scattered waves contains only three terms (/ = 0,1,2), with s 
and p  waves strongly dominant. In contrast to the Coulomb scattering wave, which is 
strongly backward focused, the core scattered wave is almost spherically symmetric. The 
core scatters the returning waves from each closed-orbit and produces outgoing waves on 
every other closed orbit. Later, when these waves return, they give interference structure 
in the oscillator strength density, and they again produce Coulomb scattered and core 
scattered waves (Fig. 3.2).
Our calculation shows that the effect of core scattered waves is small. Neglecting 
these terms, we form our final formula for the oscillator-strength density for Of * 0:
Df1{E )= ~2(E ~ Eih m ^ I .  "Nm(D ¥ i |^Na.fl/) j  0-7.15)
= I  In{Cm,km,n^xp{iAm.km.n% (3-7.16)
m,km,n 1 J
where
e x p ^ A ^ )  = 2^ -  E te ’K rW jsine^-s ine?* -
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(3-7.17)
The indices m,km,n correspond to the nth repetition of the fcth closed orbit having 
lz = mh.
Equation (3-7.16) is a general formula for the oscillator-strength density for hydrogen,
3-8 The Special Case 0 = 0
If nt = 0, there is a closed orbit lying on the z-axis with 0t = Of = 0 . For this orbit, 
the partial-wave expansion (3-7.2)-(3-7.9), [II, (4.22c)] and [II. (4.23b)] still apply. 
However, the closed-form expressions [II. (4.23a)] and (3-6.10) do not hold, since the 
required stationary-phase approximation does not apply for Of = 0. Therefore the 
oscillator-strength density cannot be obtained from the general formula simply by taking the 
limit of Of = 0 . This case must be analyzed separately.
3-8.1 Returning and scattered waves
If the electrons at large distance approach the nucleus along the positive z direction, 
then the closed-form wave function is
where Tj = r+ z  = 2z. Using the asymptotic approximation for the Bessel function, the 
closed-form expressions for the incoming part and scattered part of the returning wave are
pseudo hydrogen, as well as sodium. The only difference among them is in the ty nSfi) 
factors.
(3-8.1)
(3-8.2)
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(3-8.3)
so at the boundary r -  rb.
(3-8.4)
This proves that for 6 = 0, each time the orbit passes through the core, the Maslov index
If we consider sodium instead o f hydrogen, then the incoming waves remain the same 
as those for hydrogen, and as before, the scattered wave function is a combination of a 
Coulomb-scattered wave (3-8.3), which is focused on the z-axis, and a core-scattered 
wave, which is again described by (3-7.14b) with 9 f = 0. Writing the scattered wave in 
terms of Pt(cos6) instead of Ylm(6,4p), we obtain
Again the core-scattered waves go out on every closed orbit, and produce interference 
structure when they return (negligible in the cases we have examined).
3-8.2 Formula for the oscillator-strength density ( 0 = 0 )
Only a few changes need to be made in order to derive the oscillator-strength density.
(i) The amplitude of the semiclassical wave function [Eq. (3-6.2)] is undefined when 
9 = 9 i= 0 ,so  we need to take this limit carefully. Since the two dimensional amplitude is
increases by I, and an additional phase 2^8rb is added to the wave function.
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A2 = lin t. 
o-±o1
h (» .e i) _ 1dd{
M ' A ) ~1l dd
(3-8.7)
therefore at the boundary r = rb, the three dimensional amplitude is 
ddiA =
ddi
(3-8.8)
(ii) The amplitude of the returning wave near the core is calculated by the standard 
method: the semiclassical returning wave is set equal to a constant N  times the closed form 
expression (3-8.2)
we find
V'ret = w ( v 'c . e , = o ) .  • V / /me (3-8.9)
ddt
ddi
exp[i{s2 -H 7 t /2 -  n !2%  o(0), (3-8.10)
where y  0(0) is given in Eqs. (3-5.13), (3-5.15) and (3-5.19) for H, "Pseudo-H” and Na, 
respectively. The same constant N  multiplies the partial wave expansion (3-7.3) of the 
returning wave close to the nucleus, and, as in Eq. (3-7.7),
(£>V'»|v'n«.0/ =o) = ^ j V o(°)- (3-8.11)
Finally combining Eqs. (3-8.8), (3-8.10), (3-8.11), straightforward algebra gives
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/>/;(£) = X/m(c„e“ ")
ft
*
(3-8.12)
in which
For E > 0 in an electric field, the Maslov index on the nth return is 2 n - l .
3-9 Classical Trajectories And Scaled Variables
Up to this point, we have dealt mainly with the quantum aspects of the problem: the 
initial state, the outgoing, returning and scattered waves in the vicinity of the nucleus. The 
only statement we have made about the waves in the rest of space is that they can be 
described by a semiclassical approximation (3-6.1). In this section we describe classical 
trajectories in combined Coulomb and electric fields, and give formulas for the actions and 
amplitude A{r) that are used in the semiclassical approximation. Most of the formulas are 
standard "textbook" results, and we only briefly summarize the essential ones.
3-9.1 General Properties
The Hamiltonian of a hydrogenic atom in a homogeneous static electric field F is
(3-9.1)
A transformation to scaled variables according to
p = p / a ,  z = z /a ,
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Pp = P p/P ’ PZ = PzIP • i  = f/Y '
with
a  = F “;/2, p = F 1/4, y  = r 3/4,
then converts the Hamiltonian to the form
(3-9.2a)
(3-9.2b)
- H  1 
p 2 2
’ - 2  - 2  
P z + P p + J 2 ! p 2-h !
+ z. (3-9.3)
where the only parameter is L , the scaled component of angular momentum 
L = IJ a P  = mfrF1!4. It follows that the shapes of all the trajectories depend only on the 
parameter L and on the scaled energy E / F ^ 2 .
Defining parabolic coordinates and their corresponding canonical momenta,
u = Vr+1, v -  Vr - z ,
z  = ^ ( u 2 - v 2), p  = III).
(3-9.4a)
(3-9.4b)
P u = P p v + Pzu• Pv = Pp u -  Pzv. (3-9.4c)
f i U r i  + d - 4 + * + l ( u  2 - v 2). 
2 u + v  2 u v  2' '
(3-9.4d)
We introduce a new independent variable t  which connects to time t by [10]
dt 2 2
 = U  + V .
dx
(3-9.5)
This change of independent variables from t to z(t) preserves the canonical form if the new 
effective Hamiltonian is defined as
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H = [u2 + v 2\ H - £ ) (3-9.6a)
= | ( p .2+ p »2)+ 7 (« < -< '<) + ^ + ^ - 4 2 + ^ ) - 2- <3' 9-6b)
As u, v, pu and p v evolve with the "fictitious time" r, H  is conserved and its value is zero. 
[Note that du /d r  = pu, but du/dt = Pu/(« 2 + u2)-] For the Hamiltonian (3-9.6b) the 
motion in the u and v directions can be separated
1 2 1 4 2 L , o
,P u+  “ e w + . , 22 2 2u
(3-9.7 a)
1 2 1 4 2 L2 ,  -
~ P v  V - E V +  j  - 1  =  ~ P
2v
(3-9.7b)
The constant P  is a conserved quantity closely related to the Laplace (or Runge-lenz) vector
[11]
P = ~
LZ*
1 Z , A /aA Z
- j 2 + P p(zP p-P P z)-J
1 . 2+ - p  . 
2h
(3-9.8)
In our case, trajectories all begin radially outward on a circle of radius /j, hence, the term 
zpp ~ ppz initially vanishes. Then fi can be related to the initial position (rit 0() by the 
formula
P = cos 6i + —r2 sin 0, -1 *2  „.„2  a I? cos 6i
rt sin2
(3-9.9)
3-9.2 Semiclassical phase and amplitude
The change in phase of the semiclassical wave function on one cycle around the closed 
orbit is
S2 = j ( p udu +  p lJdv), (3-9.10a)
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f  j2
§pudu = § 2j} + 2eu2 - u 4 — j  + 2 du. (3-9.10b)
j p Ldv = j
I 2 ^
-2P + 2ev2+v4 —= j+ 2  
v
du. (3-9.10c)
The circle on the integral means that it is evaluated from the initial to the final surface. The 
"period" of the orbit ( in fictitious time) will also be used below; it is
t - ^ d u f  ->y 2/3 + 2eu2 - u 4 — L?/u2 +2. (3-9.11)
Likewise the amplitude factor j4(r) of the semiclassical wave function can also be 
derived from Eq (3-9.7). The relevant Jacobian is
where
v 1 » ,.*,)
d(x, y, z)d(p, z, (p)d(u, V, <p)d(X, 0,, <p,)
d{p. z, <p)d(u, v, (p)d(r, 9it <Pi)d(t, dj, (Pj) 
= uvJ: (t, 9j)
1 (T a \ -  d(u-V)
j 2 [ x A ) - l ^ e - y
(3-9.12)
(3-9.13)
The quantities {du/dx)e and (d v /d t)g are respectively pu and p v, which can be
related to u and v through the conservation law, eq. (3-9.7). The other two derivatives 
{du/ddj)z and (dv/dd ,)z can be calculated as follows. On the initial surface
Uj = ^ r^ l + cosd;), vt = iJrj(]-cos&i), (3-9.14)
so
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j2(r=o,e,)=^ 20  + 2eu? -  u f  + —  + 2
1/2
t2
-2 0  + 2etf + v f — j  + 2
 \ 7/2 
i  ,
0,cos—
2
• 0isin—
2
(3-9.15)
At the final time, when the electron returns, these derivatives with respect to 0, depend 
upon integrals over the whole trajectory. As the electron moves along its path, r  increases 
as
%(u, 0,) = J“ (20(Si) + 2eu2 - u 4 + L2/ u2 + 2 ) '1/2du. (3-9.16)
So at the (fixed) final time of return to the boundary
du
96;
and similarly
a-M/ev
f i " !  = _ f A l
{ d e X  - { d e X / V d v h ;
(3-9.17a)
(3-9.17b)
Numerical evaluation of these integrals gives J2(Ty, 0,), and the semiclassical amplitude is
(3-9.18)
3-9.3 Evaluation for the special case (6  = 0)
As stated before, when the angular momentum is zero L = 0, there is a closed orbit 
with 0 = 0 , and the motions of this closed orbit and its neighbors are mainly along the u 
direction, (v == 0). The constant 0  is
0  = lim [ cos 6; +—f 2 sin2 6: \  
e^oV  ' 2 V
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The two dimensional action (3-9.10a) has no v integral,
S(e) = j^4+ 2eu2 - u 4y  du, (3-9.19)
and the fictitious period of the orbit is
t(e ) = §{4+ 2eu2 - u4}  ^ du. (3-9.20)
The neighbors of the closed orbit are slightly off the u direction. Their motion in v is 
sensitively dependent on 6. The velocity in the v direction is obtained from (3-9.7b), and 
we can neglect the 0{ i 4) term in that equation,
= - 2ev2 + 2 ( l -  cos dj) . 
d t  '
(3-9.21)
Therefore
v(t, 6 ) = ^ ( i  -c o s d ^ /e  sinh{42et + a rcs in h ^e  j, e > 0 (3-9.22a)
-  cos 6;)/|e| s in ^2 \e \r+ arcsin^ | e |  j, e < 0. (3-9.22b)
At the boundary, «,• = uy the amplitude at the final point on the orbit is
A = lim J f  Vi
dd i)  
sin A(V2er)’
V
dvf }
£> 0 
£ < 0.
(3-9.23)
(3-9.24)
When e = 0 , then
A = %rb/ 2 /  T. (3-9.25)
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Extending this argument, the amplitude on the nth return is obtained by replacing r(e) by 
nT(e). Similarly, the scaled action on the nth return is given by nS(e). These are the 
quantities that belong in the formula (3-8.12)
Dfj(E)= Im
(3-9.26)
where Si|-^2jefnrj means |sm ^2 |e |nT | if £ < 0 and sinh(^f2entj if £> 0. Here the 
phase associated with the nth repetition of the closed orbit has three terms. The first term 
nS(e)F~V4 is simply the nth multiple of the classical action. The term -n n  comes from 
the following facts. Above E  = 0 , there is a caustic at the turning point of the orbit and a 
kind of focus at the nucleus, so the Maslov index of the returning wave on the nth return is 
2n — 1. In addition, Eq. (3-8.12) contains another jt/2. so -//„  n /2 -n !2  = nn. The last 
term, vn n/2  applies only for E < 0. It counts the additional caustics that arise when the 
neighbors of the 6 = 0 orbit cross over. The number of such crossing can be determined 
by examining Eq. (3-9.24):
[0, e > 0
un = 1 ,T r /  ^ ^ (3-9.27)[2Int(na/;r), e <0
where a  = -^2|e|r(e). This formula is finally reduced to
Df,(E)= m F ,Hl  j rinT n i s ^ r ' / *  -  -) -  u + 4 ] (3-9.28)
n S i|y2 |e|nT | L v ' 2  J
where g(£) and A are related to the radial dipole integrals and quantum defects
g(E)=  (E  -  Et )29'2dpj(/yo\ A = argjy oV o \  (3-9.29)
For H or “Pseudo-H” y  ^  0 is a real number, so A =0. For sodium, y  0 is a complex
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number; by applying some simple complex algebra, we obtain the magnitude of /y ^  0 as
|v  oV o\3/2 = 4 lJoV o\j,2 = 1618
The phases of both states are same, A = arg(>y ^ 0) =  0.5184. Figure 3.3 displays the 
effect of the phase shift A to the absorption spectrum.
0.380
0.360
O 0.340
s(J 0.320
0.300
0.0 50.0 100.0
E(l/cm)
Figure 3.3 Phase-change of oscillations above threshold caused by phase-shift associated with quantum 
defect. The solid line is the photoabsorption cross section for sodium; the dashed line is the cross section 
that would be obtained by setting A = 0.
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CHAPTER 4 
COMPARISON BETWEEN 
THEORY AND EXPERIMENTS 
ON HYDROGEN AND SODIUM 
ABOVE THRESHOLD
4-1 Introduction
If an atom is placed in a constant electric field and the absorption spectrum is measured 
with photon energy above the zero-field ionization threshold, then the absorption spectrum 
as a function of energy shows oscillations. In preceding chapter we present a complete 
theoretical analysis of this phenomenon! 1]. Here we compare the resulting formulas with 
experiments.
The physical picture is based upon the closed orbit theory given in Ref. 2. When a 
laser is applied to an atom in a electric field, the atom may absorb a photon. When it does, 
the electron goes into a near-zero-energy outgoing Coulomb wave. This wave then 
propagates away from the nucleus. Sufficiently far from the nucleus, the wave propagates 
according to semiclassical mechanics, and it is correlated with classical trajectories. The 
wavefronts are perpendicular to the trajectories. Eventually the trajectories and the 
wavefronts are turned back by the electric field, some of the orbits return to the vicinity of 
the nucleus, and the associated waves (now incoming) interfere with the outgoing waves to 
produce the observed oscillations in the absorption spectrum.
For an atom in an electric field, above the zero-field ionization energy (E  > 0), there is 
only one closed orbit, which goes from the Coulomb center along the electric field and
60
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returns to the center. The oscillations in the spectrum arise from this orbit and its 
repetitions. This situation is simple enough that a closed-form expression can be given for 
the photoabsorption cross-section Eq. (4-2.3). For hydrogen, this formula was derived 
first by Bogomol’nyi [3] (see also Ref. [4]). In preceding chapter, we show that 
practically the same formula also describes photoabsorption for alkali atoms. Only two 
differences between hydrogen and alkalis appear. (1) The oscillations are very slightly 
displaced as a result of a phase-shift A , which is related to quantum defects of the alkali 
atoms. (2) The amplitude of the oscillations is substantially changed. Since the single 
closed orbit is along the electric field, for the hydrogen atom oscillations will exist if the 
electric field of the light is polarized parallel to the applied field (7t-polarized light). If the 
electric field of the light is perpendicular to the applied electric field ( tr-polarized light), 
oscillations are predicted not to exist (or to be very tiny). For alkali atoms on the other 
hand, the initial n 2h/2  and n2Pj/2 states are superpositions of This modifies the 
angular distribution of outgoing waves such that oscillations are visible for either 
polarization of the light
This chapter is organized as follows. (All theoretical detail have been presented in the 
preceding chapter.) In Sec. 4-2 of this chapter, we quote the final result for the above­
threshold case, and specify the numerical values of the quantities appearing in the formula 
for hydrogen and sodium. In Sec. 4-3, we compare our calculated results with other 
theories [5, 6] and with experiments carried out a few years ago by Rottke and Welge [6] 
and Luk et al. [7], and with experimental results reported here. Finally in Sec. 4-4 we 
suggest a scaled-energy experiment, in which laser energy and electric field would be 
varied simultaneously. We display our calculated results and show that the use of scaled 
variables in data recording leads to an especially simple description.
4-2 Q uantitative Form ula
The rate of absorption of photons, or the rate of production of ions is related to the 
photoionization cross-section o (£ , F) by
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—  = I0Ni{ E - E ^  1 o(E,F), (4-2.1)
and the cross-section is related to the oscillator-strength density Df(E, F) by
2n2e2<y{E, F) = - ———Df(E, F). (4-2.2)
mec
In preceding chapter it is shown that for energies above, but close to the zero-field 
ionization threshold, E = 0, the oscillator-strength density can be written as a smooth 
"background" term plus a sum of sinusoidal oscillations,
Df(E, F ) = Df0(E) + g(E)FJ' 4 i  — ^ - ^ sin{n[s{£)F-114- k] + a ] (4-2.3)
Df0, the smooth background term, is equal to the oscillator-strength density that would be 
obtained in the absence of the electric field. The remaining terms are oscillatory functions 
of energy; each term in the sum over n arises from one of the repetitions of the single 
closed orbit. The prefactor g(E) and the phase-shift A are given by
g(E) = 29I \ E - E ^ ^  0|, (4-2.4a)
A  = arg[/y oy 0] (4-2.4b)
The quantity >yo(0) is defined in Eqs. (3-5.12), (3-5.14), and (3-5.17), and (3-5.18) of 
chapter 3. It represents the angular distribution of the initial outgoing electron-waves that 
are produced by photoionization, /y o(0) is the amplitude of the wave at 0 = 0, the 
direction of the closed orbit This quantity is proportional to the radial dipole integrals 
between bound and free states, /(« ,/,/') . These integrals are smoothly-varying functions 
of electron energy, and they can be approximated by constants over the energy range of our 
calculation.
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£ is the scaled energy, e  = e / f ^ 2 . z(e) is the scaled period of the closed orbit and
S(e) is the scaled action, r  and S are classical quantities calculated along the closed orbit, 
and they can be expressed by elliptic integrals,
< £ ) = j  (4 + 2eu2 -  u4)~1/2cL  , (4-2.5a)
S(e) = j^4+ 2eu2 - u 4y  du. (4-2.5b)
Finally, the summation index n labels the repetitions of the closed orbit The phase 
i^S{e)F~V4 -  ;rj is the action associated with n traversals of the orbit, plus additional 
phase-shifts, one arising from a caustic at the endpoint of the orbit and another from the 
Coulomb singularity. The expression
F ^ e 1'2
sinh[‘>f2EnT(e)]
is proportional to the amplitude of the returning wave on the nth return. Since the orbit is 
unstable, the amplitude decreases exponentially with n for large n.
Relevant values of the constants needed for various transitions are summarized in 
Table I. Pseudo-H is hydrogen in which S_irk-mixing of s ,p , and d terms in the initial 
state is ignored, and the initial state is imagined to be simply 3pz.
4-3 C alculation O f Absorption Spectra
We have calculated oscillations in the absorption spectrum for either hydrogen or 
sodium atoms in an electric field. We have compared the results of the above analytic 
formula with theoretical calculations by Rottke and Welge [6] on hydrogen, and with 
calculations by Harmin [5] on pseudo-H and Na. In addition we have compared our 
results with experimental measurements. Earlier experiments consist of measurements on
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Table 4.1 Values of the characteristic constants (in atomic units).
Initial State Df0 8 A
H 2s - 2p 3.939 0.5675 15.46 n 0
H 2s + 2p 3.939 0.5675 0.6184 n 0
Pseudo H 3pz 8.356 1.203 22.48 n 0
Na 3P3n 2.373 0.3420 4.082 n 0.5184
Na 3Pm 1.936 0.2790 2.041 n 0.5184
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hydrogen by Rottke and Welge [6], and measurements on sodium by Luk et al. [7] and by 
Sandner, Safinya, and Gallagher [8]. We found some discrepancies between our formula 
and the results obtained in Refs. [7] and [8]. Therefore new measurements on sodium 
have been made. We will show that agreement between our theory and these new 
measurements is very respectable.
In making comparison, we define the modulation o f the spectrum, M , as the 
difference between the first two adjacent extrema at E > ~ 0  divided by the smooth 
background. The energy spacing AE is defined as the energy difference between the first 
two peaks at E >~ 0.
4-3.1 Ionization spectrum for hydrogen
We consider a field strength F = 5714 V/cm, and we assume that the electron was 
first excited to the n = 2 level and then ionized. The external electric field couples s and p 
states, leading to a linear Stark effect (spin-orbit coupling is negligible). The initial state 
wave function is
where A = 1 (2s + 2p  state), or, A = -7 (2 s -2 p  state). According to the selection rales, 
7T-polarized light leads to transitions
The no-field cross-sections for the two initial states are equal. Since the phase-shift A 
is zero for hydrogen, each term in the sum of Eq. (4-2.3) depends on the property of the 
closed orbit only. Therefore the difference between the two cross-sections is due to the 
difference between the prefactors g(E). The ratio of these factors for the two states is
Vi -  m R io Y o o  + 2F2]Y]0), (4-3.1)
(2s ±  2p)m_0 -*  (ns,np,nd)m=0, E = 0. (4-3.2)
&2s-2p f  f>2s+2p ~  25 (4-3.3)
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Figure 4.1 Calculated photoionization cross-section cr2j. 2p of hydrogen in an electric field 
F = 5714 V/cm with x-polarized light Thin line is theory, thick line is experiment (Ref. [5]).
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so the depth of the oscillation for ionization from the 2s —2p initial state is 25 times greater 
than that for ionization from the 2s+ 2p  initial state.
Figure 4.1 shows the calculated cross section cr2j_2/j at F = 5714 V/cm. The 
modulation of a 2s- 2P(E) (Ain line) is 37.2% which lies in the experimental range 
39 ±5%  (thick line). The energy spacing is 27.85 cm-1 in agreement with the 
experimental data. Our calculation also matches the theoretical calculation displayed in [6].
Our theory also exhibits further details of the oscillatory structure. Near E  = 0 the 
spectrum has a sawtooth shape, but as the energy increases, the oscillations become more 
symmetric, and approach a sine-wave. This is because only the n = 1 term in Eq. (4-2.3) 
contributes significantly at high energy, but several terms contribute at low energy; repeated 
traversals of the orbit produce interference.
4-3.2 Ionization spectrum for pseudo hydrogen
In order to make a comparison between ionization of hydrogen and ionizadon of alkali 
atoms, Harmin used the inidal state of 3pz to calculate the hydrogen absoiption spectrum in 
a electric field F  =77  kV/cm. In other words he ignored the linear Stark effect in 
hydrogen because it does not exist in alkali atoms.
The inidal state wave funcdon is
Vi = ^31^10' (4-3.4)
and the possible transitions are
3Pm=o - > ( « .^ ) m=0> E ~ ° -
Figure 4.2 shows the calculated spectrum, with modulation of 41% and energy 
spacing of 186.5 cm-1. Our spectrum generally agrees with Harmin's calculation except in
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Figure 4.2 Calculated photoionization cross section for pseudo-hydrogen a  F = 77 kV/cm (jt-polarized).
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one respect We have made the approximation that the zero-field ionization cross section is 
independent of energy; actually it drifts downward somewhat as energy increases. 
Therefore, while our oscillations agree with Harmin, the background is about 5% too large 
at 250 cm-1.
4-3.3 Ionization spectrum of sodium
Comparison between the present theory and early experiments [7,8] showed some 
discrepancies, so additional measurements are reported here. The experiment was 
performed using a two step laser excitation scheme. Ground state Na atoms were first 
excited to the 3p  state which has a large spin-orbit coupling (77 cm-1) far exceeding the 
laser linewidth (1 cm-1). Observations centered on the level; calculations have
been made for both 2p3/2 and 2pi/2- This state was then further excited with a second 
laser to energies near the zero-field ionization threshold. In order to calibrate the second 
laser, a pick-off was directed through a Fabry-Pdrot 6 talon with a nominal free spectral 
range of 6.66 cm-1. Using the well known energies of the Na zero-field s and d  states, 
n = 18 through 28, the d talon's actual spectral range was measured to be 6.433 cm-1. 
While recording the dtalon fringes the second laser was scanned in zero field continuously 
from an energy corresponding to n = 18 to an energy about 200 cm-1 above the zero field 
ionization threshold, the highest recorded in the subsequent measurements. Provided the 
d talon's setup was not disturbed, the above threshold energy range was therefore "linked" 
to the Na zero field spectrum. Subsequent records of the dtalon fringes, obtained for every 
laser scan with an electric field, were matched to the zero field scan to check the validity of 
the calibration.
The electric field was provided by two parallel plates, 7 6 x 7 6 cm2, separated by 
1.5868 cm . The error associated with the separation is at most 0.32%. The voltage across 
the field plates was measured using a Hewlett Packard high voltage probe which was 
calibrated using an HP digital voltmeter.
The initial state is then either
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. 3 1j  = ntj = (4-3.5a)
or the alternative initial state (if the j  = 7/2 level had been selected)
'31 j  = rnj = (4-3.5b)
The analogous states having nij = -  7/2 are also equally populated. The transitions obey 
selection rules; A l - ± 1  and Am  = 0,1, and the spectrum is the superposition of two sets of 
transitions:
2 7
° 3 /2  -  ~3  °m = 0  +  J  °m =/ • (4-3.6a)
tfj/2 = -  &m=0 + ~3 °m=l (4-3.6 b)
Both Am = 0 and Am = 7 transitions contribute to the background, but the oscillations are 
caused by the m = 0 final state only. This is because the closed orbit and its associated 
waves travel along the z-axis and only m = 0 can produced an outgoing wave in that 
direction. The oscillatory terms in the cross-sections for the two initial states differ by a 
factor of 2 , and the no-field cross-sections differ by the ratio of
^ 0 ) 3 / 2 / { ^ o )  i/2 =  1 2 2 - 
Therefore the theory gives the modulation ratio for the two spectra:
M 1/2 l ( a o)3i2 rtiCI
-7 7 — = -- ,— = 0.61. (4-3.7)
m 3/2 2 {a 0)V2
The photoionization cross-section of sodium with the 3 2p3/2 initial state at two 
different electric field strengths are shown in Fig. 4.3. The dashed lines represent the new 
experimental data. The solid lines are the calculation. The agreement between the theory 
and the experiment is very good ( though at high energy experimental peaks have drifted a
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Figure 4.3 Photoionization cross section of scoum with 3 2Ps,2 initial state at two different field 
strengths, (a) F = 3850V/cm (b) F = 9530Vjaz Dashed lines, new experiments; solid lines, theory.
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little away from theoretical ones) [9]. The theory shows that at F =3850 V/cm, the 
spacing and modulation are M = 72.7% and AE = 19.0cm-1. Both of them increase with 
F ; at F = 9350 V /cm , M  = 20.8% and AE = 41.5 cm-1 .
In an earlier measurement, Luk etal. reported the experimental results [10] for Na in a 
field strength F  = 3590 V/cm. Our calculated spacing (79.5cm-1) and phase of the 
oscillations agree with experimental results, whereas the calculated modulation of 3 2P3/2
initial state is 13.58% which exceeds the experimental value (6 ±2)%. However, our
results are close to Harmin's theoretical calculation on sodium (energy spacing 19.6 cm-1, 
and modulation 77%).
4-4 Scaled  Energy Spectroscopy
The Hamiltonian of a hydrogen atom in a homogeneous static electric field is (taking
L z= 0 )
H  = L2 {p I  + pI ) - - . 2 ‘ 2:>n+Ft. (4-4.1)
z  (P +Z )
The parameter Fean be eliminated using the scaling transformation 
p = p F 1/2, z = zF1/2
Pp = P p /F 1/4’ Pz = pJ f1M - t  = tF3'4, (4-4.2)
«  = ^  = (4-4.3)
It follows that all properties of the classical orbits do not depend on the energy E and field 
strength F  independently, but only on the scaled energy £ = e / F ^ 2. Hence, instead of 
studying the photoabsorption spectrum as a function of energy (at fixed F) and the Fourier
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transformation spectra in the time domain, it is more powerful to study the spectra with a
fixed value of the scaled energy £ = e / f ^ 2 and its Fourier transformation. One such
measurement was carried out by Eichmann et al. [11].
The spectrum is studied at fixed scaled energy as a function of F~^4. We define
D f '  — ~  t y o  p - iH
3 E - E i
= I  Cn s/n{n[s(£)F"7/4 -  tt]+ A }, (4-4.4)
where the amplitude is
C „= g’(E) g '(£ ) = - ^ r  (4-4.5)
sinh^J 2en r(e)J E -  Et
Over a small range of energy g \E )  is nearly constant. This equation says that if the 
absorption is measured at fixed scaled energy, and if D f' is plotted versus to = F~^4, it 
becomes a superposition of perfect sine-waves. Figures 4.4(a) and 4.4(b) show the 
Hydrogen spectrum at fixed scaled energies £ = 0.02 and e = 1 respectively. As before, 
when £ is small, the spectrum displays a sawtooth shape, and as £ increases, the spectrum 
is more sinusoidal.
The Fourier transformed spectra are no longer in the time domain, but are functions of 
a variable conjugate to 0) = F~^4, which we call «i.
_2
C02 -C0j
- i { n t t - A ) A " * - *  ){°>2-c o ,)  i ( n n -A )  ) K - ® ; )
D f V  ) = -----------I  C X ^ i n \ n [ s ( e ) ( 0 - n \  + A } e - i' ia,d(0
°>2-°>ln=l *■ 1 J
. (4-4.6)
2  ~ CY. —2-
~  °>1 n= l 2 i
e ' ' e ' ______  e ' 'e
(nS-sd  ) (nS+*i )
Since nS > 0, the second sum can be neglected. The absolute square of the first sum gives 
the power spectrum of the oscillations
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Figure 4.4 Scaled-energy spectra for hydrogen at (a) e = 0.02, ir ■ e = 1.0. The spectra cover the energy 
range from 2.4 to 2.5cm-1 for (a) and 120 to 140cm~l for flv In both cases the fields are varied from 
1537.3 to 2092.4V/cm to keep the scaled energies constant. * is dimensionless, and is numerically equal 
to [electric field]- when the latter is measured in atomic units
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(4-4.7)
in which
Xj -  j S - t i  , a = [a2 -  0)])/2, b = (o)2 + QJj)/2. (4-4.8)
The first term represents individual pealcs associated with each repetition of the closed 
orbit, while the second term represents interference between those peaks if they overlap.
(In the present case the overlap is small or negligible). \D f'f  We call the "recurrence 
spectrum".
Figures 4.5(a) and 4.5(b) show the absolute square of the Fourier-transform of the
oscillatory part of the scaled-variable absorption spectrum, \£> ff (the recurrence 
spectrum), with fixed scaled energies e = 0.02 and 1, respectively. The spectrum has a 
very simple structure in which each peak in the Fourier transform corresponds to a
  A
repetition of the closed orbit. The positions of peaks are given by «i = nS, and the height 
of the peak is the oscillation amplitude |C„|2. The dominant modulation in the original 
cross section corresponds to the first peak in the Fourier transformation, i.e, the one at 5. 
The recurrence spectrum also indicates that the repetitions of the closed orbit have little 
effect except at e near zero.
The recurrence spectrum of sodium coincides with that of hydrogen apart from a 
normalization factor. The phase shift A of the yth term cancels out with that of the Jfcth 
term.
Below threshold, the scaled-variable spectrum is more interesting. We will discuss it 
in next chapter.
4*5 Conclusion
A simple formula (4-2.3) describes the oscillations seen in the photoionization cross
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section of atoms above the zero-field ionization threshold.
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Figure 4.5 Recurrence spectra of hydrogen at (a) e = 0.02 (b) e = 1.0. The energy ranges and the field 
ranges are same as Fig. 4.4. «£ is dimensionless, and is numerically equal to [action times
(electric field)-7^ ] , with these quantities measured in atomic units. The "atomic units" for the power 
spectrum is (Hartrees)"*.
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CHAPTER 5 
RESONANCES AND 
RECURRENCES IN THE 
ABSORPTION SPECTRUM
5-1 Introduction
There are two complementary approaches to semiclassical theory: the EBKM method 
of action quantization, which applies to integrable or near-integrable systems, and the 
periodic-orbit theory, which has primarily been applied to chaotic systems, but which can 
be used for integrable systems as well. The EBKM theory describes individual quantum 
states: it says that each discrete state is associated with an "eigentrajectory" or 
"eigentorus"—a regular quasiperiodic trajectory having appropriately quantized values of 
its action variables.
Periodic-orbit theory begins with a description not of individual states, but of 
recurrences. It asserts that each periodic-orbit produces a sinusoidal fluctuation in the 
density of states as a function of energy. The closely-related closed-orbit theory of atomic 
absorption spectra asserts that each electron orbit that is closed at the nucleus produces a 
sinusoidal fluctuation in the photoabsorption rate as a function of energy. In both cases, 
recurrences (returns of a particle to its original location in phase-space or in configuration 
space) produce large-scale structures in quantum properties (sinusoidal fluctuations that are 
visible when we average over a number of individual states).
Whenever both theories are correct, they must agree with each other. The EBKM 
quantization rules must be expressible as a periodic-orbit sum, and conversely, the
78
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sinusoidal fluctuations in the density of states must combine themselves into Dirac 8  
functions with unit weight at each eigenvalue. This relation was first shown by Berry and 
Tabor [1] in 1976.
In this chapter we carry out a somewhat analogous study of closed-orbit theory for the 
absorption spectrum of an atom in an electric field [2]. For such a system, quantum 
mechanics tells that there are no truly bound states, but only quasi-discrete resonances. 
However, the equations of motion are separable, a family of bound classical orbits exists, 
and these orbits constitute a two-parameter family of tori. EBKM quantization of these tori 
correctly predicts the energies of the resonances [3].
We will show that, also as a consequence of separability, the closed orbits of the 
electron have simple patterns. We will explain that associated recurrences will be most 
clear if the absorption spectrum is measured using a scaled-variables method, varying the 
photon energy and the applied electric field simultaneously. We will display numerically 
that the sinusoidal fluctuations indeed combine into peaks, and that these peaks are in the 
locations predicted by EBKM theory.
It follows that the EBKM theory and periodic-orbit or Closed-Orbit-Theory are 
complementary methods in the same sense that energy and time are complementary 
variables in quantum mechanics. EBKM theory predicts individual resonances on the 
energy axis, and the Fourier-transform describes the recurrences. Closed-orbit theory 
predicts individual recurrences in time, and the Fourier-transform gives the resonances.
In this chapter we also give some attention to a commonly-overlooked aspect of 
periodic-orbit theory. The periodic-orbit sum contains denominators which vanish at 
certain points. Gutzwiller [4] noted the existence of these points, and he repaired the 
singularities, more or less, by throwing them away. This was adequate for his purposes, 
but not for ours, because the singularities correspond to real physical effects. They are 
points of classical frequency-resonance between an orbit and the stable oscillation across an 
orbit The vanishing denominators produce bifurcations in classical mechanics and focal 
points in quantum mechanics. (A correct quantum treatment would replace the singularity
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by large finite amplitudes. Such a treatment will be shown in next chapter.) Therefore we 
keep the singularities in the formulas, but carefully avoid them in our computations. We 
will show that the effects of these focal points, bifurcations, and frequency-resonances 
should be visible in experimental measurements.
5-2 C losed C lassical O rbits O f A n A tom ic Electron In An 
E lectric  F ield
Treating the electron's motion according to classical mechanics, we seek those orbits 
which go out from the nucleus and later return to it. The Hamiltonian is (Fig. 5.1)
y ( p . z ) = , ,  Z‘ \ n +eFl (5' 21)
\p+n
Transforming to scaled semiparabolic coordinates [5], and considering the case Lz = 0, the 
Hamiltonian becomes
h = ^ { p l  + p l)+ V (u ,v ) = 2,
V(u,v) = ^ { u 4 - v 4) - e { u 2+ u 2),
£ = E /F 1/2. (5-2.2)
The transformation from (u, v) to (p, z) is a 2 —> 7 mapping, most easily described by polar 
coordinates in each space. Let
s = Vu2 + v2, 0  = ton_/(i/«), r = [p2 + z 2^ 2, 9 = ta n '^p /z ) .
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Figure 5.1 Contour plot of the actual potential energy '/ (p,z). Around origin is a infinitely deep 
Coulomb hole, and out the positive z axis V (p, z )  is increasing ( approximately linearly at large z). For 
large negative z, '/ (p, z) decreases linearly, so there is a saddle point dividing the Coulomb bole from the 
escape region. A stable PO called the "parallel" orbit lies on the positive z -axis, and an unstable PO lies 
on a parabolic curve between the Coulomb hole and the saddle point All other PO's organize themselves 
around these two fundamental ones.
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itI
Figure 5.2 Contour plot of the effective potential energy V(u, v). The infinitely deep Coulomb hole has 
been converted into a quadratic well. Because of the 2:1 mapping from («, v) to (p,z), the effective 
potential energy at large distances has acquired a quadxupolar structure, positive on the ±u -axis and negative 
on the ± 0 -axis. The stable PO (the "parallel orbit") lies on the u-axis. The unstable PO is now two PO's 
that lie parallel to the u -axis and pass through saddle points of V(u, v).
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Then s = V2 r F O  =  0/2. The total energy of the electron E  in (5-2.1), divided by the 
square root of the electric field strength, plays the role of a force constant in (5-2.2). We 
consider the case £ < 0. The transformed Hamiltonian (5-2.2) also has an effective 
potential-energy V(u,v), which is shown in Fig. 5.2. In the (u,v) plane it has two 
reflection symmetries,
V(-u, v) =  V(u, -v )  = V(u, v). (5-2.3)
A number of general results about such systems were established in Ref. [8 ]. In 
particular, any orbit which returns to the origin at time Tc is periodic with period 2TC. 
Therefore, we can learn everything about the closed orbits by learning about the periodic 
orbits.
We define a Poincare map (uo,Pi,0 ) -» (u 7.A,7). by integrating the (u(t),v(t)) 
equations, stopping whenever u = 0 and pu >0 [6]. Every periodic orbit of the differential 
equation is a periodic orbit of the map with the same period.
The associated surface o f section (SOS) is shown in Fig. 5.3 at an energy below the 
zero-field ionization threshold. Since the Hamiltonian in Eq. (5-2.2) is separable, each 
curve is defined by the formula
K{Pv> v) = ^ p £  + Vv(v) = ev = const, (5-2.4a)
Vv(v) = - e v 2 -  | i / .  (5-2.4b)
Because of the form of (5-2.4a), we call ev "the energy associated with u-motion" and 
Vv(v) "the potential energy associated with u-motion" (though these quantities have no 
simple relationship to the energies defined in pz  coordinates). The SOS has two X-points 
and their associated separatrices, which define the boundary between orbits which are 
bound to the atom forever and those which escape. The separatrix trajectory can be
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obtained using Eqs. (5-2.4) and the separatrix condition: the energy ev equals the 
maximum of the potential energy associated with u-motion,
The plus and minus signs give the upper and lower branches of the separatrix, respectively. 
The X-points represent the unstable PO's which pass through the saddles in Fig. 5.2.
The stable PO at the center is the "parallel" orbit which lies on the u-axis (the 
positive 2 -axis). The neighbors of this PO wind around it on the SOS. We seek all the 
other PO's that begin at the nucleus (u = 0 ,v  = 0), so they all start on the pv axis. In 
general, a period of v motion is longer than a period of u  motion, and points on the SOS 
map clockwise; the angular coordinate of each point increases in each iteration of the map at 
an average rate a {e ,p Vo), which depends upon the scaled energy and the initial value of 
p v. The winding rate on the SOS is the ratio of periods of u  to v motion
In Fig. 5.4 each curve represents an iterate of the positive pv axis. At the energy 
displayed here, points close to the central point advance clockwise slightly more than 2/5 
of a revolution at each iteration of the map. Orbits more distant from the center wind more 
slowly, and especially they slow down in the vicinity of the X  -points. Accordingly, 
successive iterates of the positive pv axis become ever more tightly wound spirals.
The general orbit is quasiperiodic. Periodic orbits occur whenever the average 
winding rate a[e, p Vg} j2 n  is a rational fraction m jl. Every periodic orbit is a member of a
ev = max{Vv{v)) = £ 2/ 2- (5-2.5a)
Thus, the momentum p v on the separatrix equals
(5-2.5b)
(5-2.6)
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continuous one-parameter family of periodic orbits, and these one-parameter families have 
shapes like Lissajous figures (each family is distinguished by its frequency ratio, mjl, 
while within each family the members are distinguished by the initial relative phase of u  
and v motion).
Figure 5.3 Poincare surface of section (py. v) at e = -0.258. The center 0 -point is the parallel orbit on 
the u axis, and the X-points are the unstable orbits at the saddles of V(u, v).
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Figure 5.4 The first 20 iterates of the positive pv axis at e = -0.258. To display the structure near the 
separatrices, the coordinates have been stretched according to the following definitions
pv'= Pv[l+ 8-\jpi + v2 ), i/=  i^7 + 8*iJpi + v2 j. Points close to the origin wind more rapidly than
those further away. The first iterate is the curve that goes out from the origin at aboat "5 o’clock" and 
curves over to the upper right separatrix. The second iterate goes out near "10 o’clcck". Points where 
iterates intersect arc PO's that touch the origin. The 2/5, 7/5 and i f4 orbits are marked by dots. On 
close examination one can find others, such as the 3/8 orbit, which lies between 2/5 and 7/5.
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Within each of these one-parameter families of PO's, there is one PO that touches the 
origin. PO's show up in Fig. 5.4 as points where spirals intersect. Visible in Fig. 5.4 are 
orbits with average winding rate 2/5, 3/8, 1/3, and 1/4.
Since the only orbits that produce recurrences visible in the absorption spectrum are 
those that start at and later return to the origin, we see from Fig. 5.4 that the relevant closed 
orbits of each period are isolated, and that they fall into orderly patterns.
To understand the pattern let us think about the periods of u  and v motion. At fixed 
energy e , the period of u  motion is not very sensitive to pVg, and for our purposes we can
say Tu{e, p Vg^  «* Tu{e, pVo =0j=7j'|, the period of the parallel orbit The period of v 
motion is very sensitive to p Vg: this period is shortest when pVo = 0, and it goes to infinity 
at the separatrix. Accordingly the average angular speed a (e , p Vg j goes from a maximum 
at the parallel orbit
Therefore, near each integer multiple I of the period of the parallel orbit, there is a cluster 
of periodic orbits having
<*mox{e) = a (e ,0 ) (5-2.7)
to zero at the separatrix. A PO occurs when Tu/Tv is rational,
(5-2.8)
Tv = lTu/m ~  lTi{/m , (5-2.9)
where m  is any positive integer less than or equal to mmaJC(/, e) with
mmax{l,e) = Int{ l a ^ e ^ l n  ]. (5-2.10)
It is convenient to label these periodic orbits by the unreduced fraction (m/l). In this
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ma:
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
T/T//
Figure 5.5 Number of periodic orbits having period close to J7jj at e = -0.266 where amax! ^ n = 0.41. 
There is one orbit with T = 7jj ( the parallel orbit), one with T = 27j] (the first repetition of the parallel 
orbit), two near T = 37J (the second repetition of the parallel orbit and the 1/3 orbit), two near T = 47J ( 
the third repetition of the parallel orbit and the 1/4 orbit), three near T = 5Tn (the fifth repetition of the 
parallel orbit and the 1/5 and 2/5 orbit), and so on.
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scheme the orbit labelled (for example) 6/15 is the third repetition of the orbit labelled 2/5. 
Then each primitive orbit closed at the origin is represented by a fraction expressed in 
lowest terms.
Including all repetitions of all these orbits, and including in addition all repetitions of 
the parallel orbit, near mTjl there is a total of mmax{l,e)+ 1 periodic orbits. Conversely, 
there are exactly m + 1 recurrences for each integer I between
(e) < I < 2n{m  + (e). (5-2.11)
This pattern is illustrated in Fig. 5.5, for the case e = -0.266, a max/2 n  ~ 0.41. For this 
figure, we choose units of time such that the parallel orbit has "period 1". At 27jj, only the 
repetition of the parallel orbit is present At / = 3 a new sequence of periodic orbits appears 
having m = 1, and Tu/Tv = 1/1 (/ >3). At 1 = 5  another new sequence appears with m = 2 
and Tu/Tv = 2/1, (Z > 5). For 1 = 6, this sequence includes the 2/6 orbit which is the 
repetition of the 1/3 orbit The next sequences start at 1 = 8,10,13, • • -.
Since each orbit that returns to the origin is half of a PO, the same pattern applies to 
recurrences in the absorption spectrum: at each value of e, the recurrences can be labelled 
by every unreduced fraction m /l  less than or equal to a niax(e)/27i. This winding rate can 
be calculated from the Jacobian matrix of the map
1 ( 1)  =
dui dvj
dv0 dpVg 
fyv, dPv, 
dv0 dpVo
(5-2.12)
evaluated at the O-point (the parallel orbit):
TrJ(l) = 2cosamax(e),
n  < < 2 n  if J12 < 0,
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0<CCmax<n if J l2 > 0 . (5-2.13)
a max(£) goes from 2n ase —» -«*» to 0 as e —» 0~. As a max(e) decreases, each resonant 
PO moves to the O-point and disappears. Conversely, as e  decreases, and a max{e) 
increases, new orbits bifurcate out of the parallel orbit When a max!2 n  increases through 
the rational number m //, a PO of period /7jj is created, and it has m cycles of v motion in 
each period. We show a graph of vs e in Fig. 5.6, and we also show some
related bifurcation values in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 A list of the bifurcation values
a max/2ft TrJ{e) £
1/6 1 ■0.0397
1/5 ~(y[5 + l)/2 -0.0595
1/4 0 ■0.0893
1/3 -1 -0.164
2/5 (V 5 - i ) /2 -0.243
1/2 -2 -0.397
3/5 -(V 5 +  i) /2 -0.610
2/3 -1 -0.794
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8
Figure 5.6 (a) Trace of the Jacobi matrix of the Poincare map evaluated at the parallel orbit as a function of 
scaled energy, (b) WiDding angle a ^ / l n .  As energy decreases, when amax/2n  increases through the 
rational number m/l, the corresponding rational torus and its embedded closed mbit bifurcates out of the 
parallel orbit Symbols indicate the bifurcation energies of the orbits 7/6, 7/5, 7/4, 1/3, 2/5, 1/2, 3/5 and 
2/3.
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2/3
3/41/4 2/4
4/53/52/5
Figure 5.7 Closed oibits drawn in (u, i>) space.
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Pr, *
1/2
1/3
1/4
2/3
2/4 3/4
1/5 U2/5 4/5
Figure 5.8 Closed orbils drawn in (p ,z).
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The geometrical structure of the orbits follows easily from the above considerations. 
For m/l in lowest terms, there are I full cycles of u  -motion and m  full cycles of u-motion 
in a period o f the orbit, or I half-cycles of u-motion and m  half cycles of u-motion before 
the first closure. Orbits labeled l / l  climb the potential-energy barrier in series of 
switchbacks, approaching the unstable PO on the ridge, then fall back again to the nucleus. 
Orbits labelled 2/1 do the same thing, but on falling back they miss the nucleus and climb 
the ridge on the other side before returning. Orbits labelled m/l climb the two ridges 
alternately a total of m  times. Pictures of some orbits are showed in Figs. 5.7 and 5.8. [7]
5-3  C losed-O rbit Theory O f Photoabsorption Spectra, And  
Scaled Variable M easurem ent
In chapter 3 we derived formulas relating the absorption rate to properties of the closed 
orbits. Each closed orbit (i.e. each recurrence) gives an oscillatory contribution to the 
absorption spectrum. The absorption spectrum can be defined quantitatively as a cross- 
section for photon absorption, or as an oscillator-strength density D f(E ,F). The 
contribution of recurrences to the oscillator-strength-density is called Dfj(E, F).
The contribution of the parallel orbit to Dfj(E, F ) is
D f , = ( E - E :) r 2,r j /  (oy  (0)| f " ' £  -  k) -  v„ |  + 4 ,} .
(5-3.1)
where /  (0 ) is the angular distribution of the outgoing wave, A 0 = argfy (0 (0)j is a 
phase shift caused by the core, and it is the label for repetitions of the closed orbit The 
factor £1/2 S i 2)e|nr) is proportional to the amplitude of the semiclassical returning 
wave, and r  is the scaled closure-time of the orbit. means |s/n(-y/2jefr| if e <0
and sinh{42e.t) if e>0. Finally, S° is the reduced action for the zero-degree orbit and v„ 
is part of the Maslov index of the parallel orbit,
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0 e > 0
yj2\e\nT (5-3.2)
For other closed orbits with 0, * 0, the formula for the contribution to the oscillator 
strength is
first return of the kth closed orbit. We called the entire coefficient of sin{ } the "recurrence 
amplitude for the nth return of the kth closed orbit". Its square is the corresponding 
"recurrence strength". The next three paragraphs give the derivation of Eq. (5-3.3), and 
the main stream begins again above Eq. (5-3.11).
To prove Eq. (5-3.3), we start from Eqs. (4-7.16,4-7.17),
We now restrict ourselves to cases in which spin-orbit coupling is ignorable, and let
Dfj = ! ( £ - £ ,  )277/V /2^ " (0 ^  (e*)\F1/8sin(d?/2)/Jjf2
x l^sin^Skr 1/4 ~ ^ k + (5-3.3)
Again Sk is a reduced action for the kth orbit, /i* is its Maslov index and
w ith 0 * = ± 0 * . J]2 is an element of the Jacobian matrix (5-2.12) evaluated at the
(5-3.4a)
where
(5-3.4b)
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m = Lz/h  be equal to zero. Then the sum over m  in Eq. (5-3.4a) disappears, and the 
index m  can be dropped. In Eq.(5-3.4b) the action Sk,n is defined to begin and end at a 
boundary radius rb; the quantity 2^8rb combines with Sk,n to give the action all the way 
around the orbit, from origin to origin. The resulting action is written as nSk .
The semiclassical amplitude Ak,n can be simplified following the methods given in 
Ref. [8].
A*'" = y 2 /rb cos(di/2)cos (9 f /2 ) jk2(n)\ 7/2 (5-3.5)
where Jk2(n) = dvnjdpVo evaluated at the nth closure (not the period!) of the k th closed 
orbit Further simplifications follow because the system is separable. From Eq. (4-9.10) 
and letting Lz -  0, we get
pu = ± ^2  cos 6i + 2eu2 - u 4 + 2,
pv = ±-\J-2cos dj + 2ev2 + v4 + 2 . (5-3.6)
At the origin, u, = Uf =0, vt = Vf = 0, so
\Put \ = \pU/\ = 2 c o s ( 6 i /2 ) ,
| Pv, | = | Pv, | = 2sin(6j/2) . (5-3.7)
Hence the closed orbits have the symmetry called "type-1" in Ref. [8]. The element of the 
Jacobian matrix on the nth repetition is related to the element at the first closure by the 
formula
|-';2( » ) H yk ( 4  (5‘3' 8)
This follows from the fact that in this separable system, all periodic orbits (other than the 
stable parallel orbit and the unstable saddle-point orbit) have neutral stability (5-A).
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Finally, the Maslov index for the nth repetition of a closed orbit is the sum of three 
terms: The first term is n times the Maslov index for the first return. The second term is 
2(/i — 7); every time the electron returns to the Coulomb center, there is a focusing effect 
that increases the Maslov index by 2. The third term, v„, counts any additional caustics 
that are not included in nptj. Formulas for v„ were given for stable and unstable orbits in 
Ref. [8]. Those formulas have a consistent limit for neutrally stable orbits; in our case we 
show in Appendix 5-A that J12TrJ <0, so
Combining all these results, we obtain Eq. (5-3.3).
Now suppose that the absorption spectrum is measured at fixed scaled-energy, varying 
the electric field F .  The quantity that should be measured in the experiment is a reduced 
absorption rate,
(5-3.9)
It follows that
H „=ntij+ V n  + 2 ( n - l )
= n /i} + 3 ( n - 1). (5-3.10)
Df'=S h ~ p ~3/16
E - E i
(5-3.11)
From Eqs. (5-3.1,5-3.3), the theoretical formula for this rate is
D f'=  'Lk ^ nDknsin(nSkF -Il4 -  <*>*"), (5-3.12a)
where
0 On = nn+  v „ 0, =O, (5-3.12b)
and
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0 kn =  tJ ^ L n k + l 7[ ' j - i £ - A k> Q . * o .  (5-3.12c)
The "reduced recurrence amplitudes" depend on the scaled energy and only weakly
depend on the field strength. Over the range of field strength that might be used, F ^16 and 
p-i/hs jo  not change much, so an average field strength F0 can be used instead, and 
therefore D ^  is practically independent of F. At fixed scaled energy, the absorption 
spectrum would be regarded as a function of w = F~^4, and one would take its Fourier 
transform with respect to w.
[Let us note that the factor F~3^ 16 in Eq. (5-3.11) is a compromise between F~^4 and 
F~V8. The recurrence amplitude of the zero-degree orbit is proportional to F ^4, while that 
for all other orbits, is proportional to F ^ 8. In our case, all recurrence amplitudes are 
comparable in magnitude, so we compromise. If one group or the other were to dominant, 
it would be better to use F~^4 or F~^8 in Eq. (5-3.11).]
In the preceding section, we explained that the orbits closed at the nucleus fall into 
orderly patterns such that each can be labelled by an unreduced fraction m//. Let S ^ ,  
Tm/h and Amjl be the action, return time, and semiclassical amplitude of the m/l orbit. 
Since for large I the orbits are approaching the unstable "ridge" orbit, it is not hard to show 
that in a sequence with m  fixed and / increasing, the following relations hold at large I :
Sm/(l+l) ”  ^ rn/l ~ Sun/2 > (5-3.13a)
Tm/(l+l) ~ Tmjl m Tun/2> (5-3.13b)
(5-3.13c)
Am/i v 4m )
where Sm , Tm  and = 2- j^ifT,,* are the action, period, and Liapunov factor o f the 
unstable PO. These are illustrated in Table 5.2.
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In the next two sections, we will use Eq. (5-3.12) to calculate the hydrogen absorption 
spectrum and its Fourier transform. The initial state of hydrogen is chosen to be (2s -  2p). 
The ^ ’s are given in Eq. (3-5.12) of chapter 3, and the A 's are equal to zero.
Table 5.2 e = -0.179, near 1/3 bifurcation.
I Smfl AS An/i f
3 13.968 188.072
4.638 3.826
4 18.606 72.255
4.629 3.305
m-1 5 23.235 31.623
4.628 3.144
6 27.863 14.408
4.627 3.094
7 32.490 6.648
7 32.578 80.189
4.634 3.606
8 37.212 51.092
4.630 3.371
m=2 9 41.842 33.524
4.628 3.240
10 46.470 22.361
4.628 3.165
11 51.098 15.054
S J 2  = 4.627 = 3.077
* f  = -4m  In ^ A j^ IA ^ .
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Figure 5.9 Recurrence spectra (a)c = -0.0992, near 1/4 bifurcation; (b)£ = -0.198, near 1/3 bifurcation: 
(c)e = -0.248, near 2/5 bifurcation; (d)e = -0.455, near 1/2 bifurcation. Each fixed £ is a horizonLii
axis, and|D/''(«f ) is plotted on that axis.
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5-4 Recurrence Spectra
D f  in Eq. (5-3.12) is a sum of sinusoidal oscillations, each associated with a closed 
orbit or its repetitions. Hence its Fourier transform is a set of 5  functions shown as the 
needles in Fig. 5.9. A needle is located at a action equal to the classical action of the 
associated closed orbit or its repetitions. The height of a needle is equal to the absolute 
square of the recurrence amplitude Dkn-
In experiments, the absorption rate would be measured and the Fourier-transform 
would be calculated over a finite range. In our calculation, we use field-strength ranges 
that could be obtained in the laboratory (i.e , F  = 1000 ~ 3000 V/cm and 
F = 8 ~ 1 0 V / cm), as the limits o f the integral in the Fourier transformation, let 
w = F~V4 and combine the labels (k,n) into a single label j  for each recurrence. The 
Fourier transform
with F  replaced by the average field for the assumed range of measurements. As a result
peak, and overlapping peaks combine coherently. The power spectra are plotted for 
selected values of the scaled energy. We put several figures together in an overlay form as 
shown in Fig. 5.9.
D f'te  ) = — -— Wdw
W i —W, 1w2 j
(5-4.1)
leads to a formula similar to that derived in chapter 4.
(5-4.2)
where
b w2 + w,
2
Sj is given as nSk for the «th repetition of the Ifcth orbit. The Dj’s are given by (5-3.12),
of the finite range of measurements, each recurrence needle is spread out into a (sinx/x )
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Bifurcations are visible in the following way. Near the m/l bifurcation of the parallel 
orbit, the spectral oscillation amplitude for the /th return of the parallel orbit becomes very 
large. For example, at e  = -0.0992, we see a large peak on the 4th return of the parallel 
orbit. This energy is close to that of the 1/4 bifurcation in Table 5.1. It is not surprising 
that a large peak also appears on the 5th return of the parallel orbit, for the parallel orbit is 
stable, and the newly created orbit (1/4) is neutrally stable, so their repetitions should also 
have an effect on the spectrum. At e  = -0.198, there are large peaks at the 5rd and 5th 
return, and an especially large peak at the 5th return. Table 5.1 tells us that the 1/3 
bifurcation has just happened, and the 2/5 bifurcation is about to happen. The large peak 
corresponds to the 3/8 bifurcation, which happens at a energy higher than the 2/5 
bifurcation and very close to the present energy. When e  = -0.248, we see a huge peak 
on the 5th return and its repetition, the 70th return. This energy is very close to the 2/5 
bifurcation, and the present semiclassical theory fails right on the bifurcation. Peaks on the 
5th and 70th returns should be very large, but not infinite. We will discuss this in more 
detail in the next section.
If the absorption spectrum could be measured over a sufficiently large range of
iv = F~V4, bifurcations would also be visible in a second way. As e decreases, new 
recurrences are created, and, with sufficient resolution in «£, they appear as distinct peaks. 
In the present calculation the width of the peaks is too large for this to be visible.
5-5 R esonance Spectra  
5-5.1 Complex EBKM theory
In most spectroscopic experiments on atoms in electric fields, the field F  is fixed, and 
the photoabsorption rate is measured as a function of photon energy. In theoretical 
calculations, we would likewise fix F  and seek energy eigenvalues. However in an 
electric field, atomic states are only quasibound, and they can be described by complex 
eigenvalues En = E% -  i r n/2 . These values can be determined by seeking solutions to the
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Figure 5.10 Quantum resonance spectra-absorption vr w = F~^4 at fixed scaled energy e  = e / F ^ 2 . 
(a)c = - 0 .4 4 7  near 1 /2  bifurcation. (b)e = - 0 .1 7 9 ,  near 1 /3  bifurcation, w is dimensionlcss and is 
numerically equal to [electric field]'1/4 when the latter is measured in atomic units. In EBKM results, 
narrow resonances are indicated by lines labelled by quantum number (nu nvJ. Broad resonances are 
indicated by double lines.
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(a) outgoing orbits
(b) returning orbits
F:: jre 5.11 Family of returning orbits near the second return of the parallel orbit at the 7/2 bifurcation 
pc :.'t, e = -0.447. (a) Elections go radially outward from the atom in every direction around the positive 
U ixis, which is directed upward. Later they return past the atom moving downward, and go out the 
niiitive u axis. (b)On the second return, they are moving upward, and they form this cusp structure. 
Exactly at the bifurcation energy, the point of the cusp is at the nucleus, and the semiclassical formula for 
the recurrence strength diverges. For e above the bifurcation energy, the point of the cusp is above the 
ate n, and only the parallel oibil touches the nucleus. For e below the bifurcation, the point of cusp is 
be! :w the atom, and three lines pass through the nucleus. A new periodic orbit has been bom.
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Schroedinger equation subject to pure outgoing-wave boundary conditions [9]
Let us think for a moment about a complementary experiment Suppose we hold the 
photon energy fixed and sweep the electric field. We would then want to know at what 
values Fn does the photoabsorption spectrum have peaks, and what is the width of these 
peaks, AFn. For this purpose we might seek complex values o f  F at which the 
Schroedinger equation (for fixed real E )  has solutions which are purely outgoing [10].
In this paper, we are considering scaled-variable measurements: the scaled-energy 
e = e / f V2 is to be held fixed, and the parameter w = F~^4 is to be varied. The 
associated theory therefore involves a fixed real scaled energy and complex w-eigenvalues. 
We seek solutions to the Schroedinger equation in (u, v) coordinates having fixed e and 
complex parameter w, and we locate eigenvalues wn = w ° - i  yn/2  at those complex values 
of w such that the u-factor in the wave-function is purely outgoing. By analogy with usual 
quantum resonance theory, we claim that for real e  and real w, the photoabsorption 
spectrum will show peaks in bands of width yn around each w%.
We implement this idea using a semiclassical approximation. The usual EBKM theory 
tells us that discrete quantum states correspond to "eigentrajectories", or tori on which the 
two action variables are quantized
These formulas apply to bound states.
In Appendix 5-B, we derive appropriate quantization conditions for quasibound states 
in scaled variables. We show that the outgoing wave condition is satisfied for values of wn 
obeying the two equations
j  pudu = (nu + l/2)2iih \Pxjdv = (nv + l/2)2iih. (5-5.1)
(5-5.2)
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a  + ln(~Pj\ + ^ i7n[ y ^ r ( j + ip^cosh{xp) = |n„  + ^ j x .
nv = 0,1,2, -(5 -5 .3 ) 
a  and P  are associated with the action integrals of the well and barrier of v motion
and
a(w, eu) = w j^ - 2 e u + 4 + 2e v2 + v4dv 
xP(w, eu) = - w j^ 2 e u -  4 -  2e v 2 - v4dv.
(5-5.4)
(5-5.5)
Using the method described in Appendix 5-B, we used these quantization conditions 
to calculate the positions w% and widths y„ of quasibound resonances at two values of e. 
The results are shown in Fig. 5.10a and Fig. 5.10b at e  = -0.447  and e -  -0.179. These 
scaled energies are close to the 7/2 and 7/5 bifurcations.
5-5.2 The closed orbit sum
At the same two scaled energies, we have calculated the absorption spectra using the 
closed-orbit formula (Sec. 5-4). We included all orbits with actions less than 16 times the 
action of the parallel orbit
Several things are clear from these calculations.
(1) The closed-orbit sum gives peaks at the same values of w that are found by the 
complex EBKM method.
(2) The closed-orbit sum gives predictions about the relative heights of peaks. The 
EBKM method can also give such information (as can other methods), but additional effort 
is required.
(3) As implemented here, the closed-orbit theory contains no information about
tunneling. Therefore it should not give any reliable prediction of the widths of the peaks. 
The width of the structures shown in Fig. 5.10a, 5 .10b are related to the largest-action
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orbits that are included in the sum, S ^ S w  ~ 2n. This raises the question: How can we 
incorporate tunneling into closed-orbit (or periodic-orbit) theory? Berry and Mount [11] 
suggested that each time a PO approaches the potential energy barrier, there is a tunneling 
probability and a reflection probability. Their argument suggested that incorporating this 
reflection probability into the recurrence amplitude might give correct widths for the levels.
(4) Sharp truncation of the closed-orbit sum at S ^  = 16 5g leaves spurious 
oscillations in the calculated absorption spectrum. We can get rid of these oscillations by 
using a gentle cutoff function for long orbits, but then the important peaks would be wider. 
Another interesting unsolved problem is: Can we approximately incorporate the effects of 
long orbits to eliminate spurious oscillations without loss of resolution? (One method was 
proposed in Ref. [12], but that method applies only to certain model systems having only 
unstable orbits.)
(5) This problem of long orbits is particularly challenging in the present 
implementation of the theory. The semiclassical denominator in Eq. (5-3.12b) has zeros or 
near-zeros at many values of n , leading to large high order terms in the expansion, dubious 
convergence, and spurious short-wavelength oscillations.
We mentioned already that small denominators are produced by the same classical- 
frequency-resonances that produce bifurcations, and that at a bifurcation there is a focusing 
effect. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.11 at £ = -0.397, which corresponds to the 7/2 
bifurcation, we show that family of trajectories close to the second return of the parallel 
orbit. The parallel orbit and its neighbors were integrated in («, v) space starting at t = 0 
and ending shortly after the second return of the parallel orbit. The family of returning 
orbits forms a shape associated with a cusp catastrophe, with the point of the cusp at the 
atom. At this value of e , the semiclassical approximation predicts an infinite recurrence 
amplitude. There is a standard diffraction integral called a Pearcey function [13,14] which 
gives the quantum wave-function in the vicinity of a cusp. This integral must be modified 
so that it also incorporates the cylindrical symmetry of the present system. A full treatment 
will be given in a future paper.
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(6 ) In view of the above remarks, the closed-orbit calculations describe one 
phenomenon with unexpected success. As w decreases (and F  = vT4 increases), the 
resonances calculated by the EBKM method get wider, especially for nv = 2,3. Eventually 
their widths became comparable to the spacing between levels. At that point, one can stop 
thinking about them as quasidiscrete levels, and start thinking about them as part of the 
smooth background absorption. The corresponding peaks calculated by the present version 
of closed-orbit theory cannot get wider, however their heights get smaller, and they do fade 
into the background.
Finally let us bring out the complementarity between resonance spectra and recurrence 
spectra. We explained that large peaks in recurrence spectra arise from classical-frequency 
resonances between u -motion and u-motion. How do these same classical-frequency 
resonances manifest themselves in the quantum resonance spectrum? We know that 
frequencies in classical mechanics correspond to energy gaps in quantum mechanics. The 
1/2 and 1/3 classical-resonances are visible in Fig. 5.10 in the sense that spacing between 
successive nv levels is approximately 1/2 (Fig. 5.10a) or 1/3 (Fig. 5.10b) of the spacing 
between successive levels. Of course this means that in the recurrence spectrum, the 
peak at 2TS or 3Tn must be especially large. The quantitative description of the heights of 
these peaks will come from the correct treatment o f the wave function at the focal point 
associated with the bifurcation (Fig. 5 11).
5-6 C o n clu s io n
As stated in the introduction, recurrence spectroscopy is complementary to resonance 
spectroscopy in the same sense that energy and time are complementary variables in 
quantum mechanics. In principle, they carry the same information. In practise, resonance 
spectroscopy naturally emphasizes individual quantum states and absorption lines (the 
small-scale structure of the spectrum), while recurrence spectroscopy naturally emphasizes 
early recurrences, which describe the large-scale structure of the resonance spectrum. 
Recurrence spectroscopy also provides a new way of thinking about spectra, in terms of 
closed-orbits, classical-frequency resonances, bifurcations, and focusing effects. It has 
been especially useful for studying nonseparable systems having a high density of states.
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A ppendix 5-A Stability M atrix
First we prove that the Jacobi matrix of the map at the nth closure of such a closed 
orbit has the form
L{n) =
dvjdvo dvn/dpVi 
dpvJ d v 0 dpvJ d p Vo_
’±1 +a]
o ±;J (5-A.l)
with a > 0.
All orbits satisfy the conservation law (5-2.4), so at the beginning and at the nth 
return,
t Pv0 ~ W o  =  ev (Pv0>'«o).
1 2 2 ^ 4  ! \-zPvK- ^ n - ^ „ = e v(pVg,v0). (5-A.2)
Differentiating the second of these with respect to either pv or v0
Pv.
dPv.
dPvn " dpVt " dp Vn d p Vn
(5-A.3a)
^Pv„  _  2 dl)n  ^  _ _  3
Pv- 3v0 " dv0 ” dv0 _ '  0
(5-A.3b)
For any orbit that closes at the origin, vn =v0 = 0, so from (5-A.2), (5-A.3a), (5-A.3b) 
respectively, we have
2 _  2 
V/t ~ P v 0 (5-A.4a)
and for all such orbits having p Vo * 0  (i.e. all but the parallel orbit), from (5-A.3a) and (5-
A.3b) we have
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f r y .  _
dPi,
=  ±1
f a ,
dv,
*- = 0
The Jacobi matrix must have detJ(n) = 7, so du„/dv0 must also be ±7. 
Moreover, since the winding rate decreases as pv increases
sgn\ do*
\ dPvn
\
■ K )= -sgn
/
This establishes (5-A.l). Also it shows that 
J J _  < 0
(5-A.4b)
(5-A.4c)
(5-A.4d)
(5-A.5)
Under this condition, according to (2.4c) of Ref. [8], the additional contribution to the 
Maslov index v„ is (n -  7). Eq. (2.4b) of that reference gives the same result.
Finally, from formula (5-A.l), it is easy to prove (5-3.8) by induction.
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Appendix 5-B EBKM Resonance Levels
As explained in Sec. 5-5, holding the scaled energy £ fixed, we seek values of 
w = w% -i yn/2  such that there exists a solution to the Schroedinger equation in which the 
t;-equation has outgoing waves only.
5-B.l Quantization conditions
In scaled coordinates, the Schroedinger equation for an atomic electron in the electric 
field is
Hence with m/ = 0, the function *FU and %  must satisfy the differential equations
(5-B.l)
where w= F~V4. On writing the Laplacian operator in parabolic coordinates
u = V r+ 7 , v = 4 r - z ,  <p = arctan(y/x) and multiplying the equation by (m2 + u2), Eq.(5-
B .l) assumes the form
(5-B.2)
The above differential equation is separable by the assumption
(5-B.3)
W  = e «f/ITu cu z u (5-B .4)
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- T ^ n " - f 7 4 - r + a ' 2 + 4 " ' 'V » = e» ^  (5-B.5)2 w  \ 8 w v  2 )
where ev + eu = 2. Here the parameter l /w 2 is analogous to h2 in the normal 
Schroedinger equation.
The singular terms ( - / /S w 2u2) and (- l / 8 w 2v2) do not arise in the classical equation 
of motion. When we use a semiclassical approximation to construct the wave functions, 
we should not include those term. The WKB approximation to the solution to (S-B.4) and 
(5-B.5) is inaccurate near u  = 0  or v = 0. Following the idea of Langer [15, 16], we 
should change variables to x = lnu, and then apply the WKB approximation to the 
resulting equation. The effect o f this transformation is to "erase” the singular terms from 
semiclassical formulas.
When this is done, the action integral associated with u  -motion has the form 
j^ 2 e u +2eu2 - u 4du. To get the quantization condition we use the following argument. 
The coordinates (u,v) are originally defined to be positive. A "cycle" of u  -motion starts at 
u = 0, goes to a turning point at positive u ,  and returns to u  = 0 , where the momentum p u 
is reflected, so that u  remains positive. The line u =  0 is the positive z-axis, and on this 
axis the wave function has a focus. We have shown elsewhere that in each return to u = 0, 
the Maslov index increases by 2. Accordingly, we should treat u = 0 as an ordinary 
turning point. Then the u  -quantization condition is
j  pudu =  2jf}-\j2eu + 2eu2 -  u4 du = (ttu + lf2 )2n /w  nu = 0,1,2,-•• (5-B.6)
a(eu) is the zero of the integrand.
The u-motion has a barrier. We apply the same arguments at v  =  0, but we apply an 
"outgoing wave only" boundary condition at large v. Then the complex semiclassical 
quantization condition is [17,18]
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1 .a  + —i 
4
| it, nv — 0,1,2,•••
(5-B.7)
where a(w,eu) is the action integral associated with the well
a(w, eu) = w jg ^ 4 -  2eu + 2e v 2 + v4dv, (5-B. 8)
and nP(w, eu) is the one for the barrier
np(w, eu) = - w \dc ^2eu -  4 -  2e v2 -  v4dv . (5-B.9)
In equation (5-B.8) and (5-B.9) c(e„), d(eu) are (in general complex) zeros of the 
integrands; when real they are the classical turning points
5-B.2 Calculations
Our parameter w is related to eu in a very simple manner through (5-B.6)
On plugging this formula for w(eu) into (5-B.8) and (5-B.9), the integrals cc{w(eu),eu'j 
and /J(*'(e„),e,,) become functions of the single variable eu. Using these functions, Eq. 
(5-B.7) is a quantization condition determine eu. It can be written in the form F(eu) = 0, 
and it can be solved by a complex-plane extension of the Newton-Raphson method.
Once eu is determined by this method, we put it back into (5-B. 10) to obtain the 
complex eigenvalues wn. Results are shown in Fig. 5.10.
(5-B. 10)
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CHAPTER 6 
RECURRENCE IN THE 
PRESENCE Of BIFURCATIONS
6-1 Introduction
Closed-orbit theory uses semiclassical approximations to obtain quantitative formulas 
for recurrence spectra from the properties of classical closed orbits. The theory usually 
works well, it fails at a bifurcation, however. In fact, closed-orbit theory predicts that the 
recurrence strength diverges at every bifurcation, because a bifurcation is correlated with 
focus of classical orbit This is contrary to a major assumption of the semiclassical theory, 
which presumes that the contributions of all relevant closed orbits are well separated 
spatially.
To fix this failure, we need to examine the bifurcations in more detail. On drawing 
pictures o f returning orbits in semiparabolic coordinates, we observe that orbits leave the 
atom going in any direction at fixed energy and are turned around by the field. On 
returning to the vicinity of the atoms, they form a cusp structure (Fig. 6.1). As the energy 
is varied, this cusp moves in such a way that at a bifurcation energy the tip of a cusp 
touches the atom. Therefore, near bifurcations o f the parallel orbit, there is a family of 
neighbors which also return to the nucleus. This focusing effect causes a large increase in 
the recurrence strength of the parallel orbits as the scaled energy is passed through the 
bifurcation energy. Bifurcation can be identified by this increase in recurrence strength.
Wave functions associated with a simple cusp are called Pearcey functions [1]. This 
one is different, however. The cusp is aligned along the u-axis, and since in real space this
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is the positive z-axis, we have a cylindrically-symmetric cusp. In addition, the u-axis, 
which is perpendicular to the u-axis, coincides in real space with the negative z-axis, so 
the cusp has a second, independent, cylindrical focus associated with the u-axis. (These 
two independent cylindrical symmetries about perpendicular axes are impossible in three- 
dimensional space, and a forth dimension is needed. This fact is connected to the 
homomorphism between a hydrogen atom and a four-dimension harmonic oscillator.) 
Cylindrically focused wave functions are Bessel functions, and cusps are described by 
integrals of exponentials of polynomials. From this we can build a full returning wave 
function near a bifurcation, and hence an improved formula for the oscillator-strength 
density and its Fourier transform, the recurrence strength.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Sec.6-2 we construct a returning wave 
function near a bifurcation which characterizes the geometric structure described above. In 
Sec. 6-3 we derive a improved formula for the oscillator strength density by using the 
returning wave function just obtained, and we show that, away from the bifurcation, this 
formula reduce to the semiclassical formula obtained before. In Sec. 6-4 we compare our 
theoretical recurrence spectra with recent experimental measurements especially in the 
neighborhood of a bifurcation. Finally, in Sec. 6-5 we summarize this chapter.
U
i
Figure 6.1 Family of returning orbits near a bifurcation. Again exactly at the bifurcation energy, the point 
of cusp is at the nucleus; above the bifurcation energy, the point of the cusp is above the atom, only the 
parallel orbit touches the nucleus; below the bifurcation energy, the point of cusp is below the atom, and 
three lines pass through the nucleus.
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6-2 Returning W ave Function Near A Bifurcation
Near a bifurcation, the returning wave at the nucleus can no longer be described by the 
assumption of Du and Delos [2], which is that the returning waves are like those coming 
from a plane wave source at infinite distance in a pure Coulomb field. The neighboring 
trajectories are not parallel to each other, instead, they pass each other near the nucleus and 
form a cusp. Near the cusp, the primitive semiclassical approximation breaks down. A 
uniform semiclassical wave function is needed.
6*2.1 Primitive semiclassical returning wave
As is well known, the semiclassical wave function can be calculated from classical 
trajectories provided that the wave function is known on an initial surface. Since our 
Hamiltonian has cylindrical symmetry, the three-dimensional wave function can be 
separated,
with L* = mh = 0. The initial surface is a sphere of radius , on which the initial wave 
function is
The amplitude A3(r, 6) is related to a two-dimensional amplitude A2(r,0) by the formula
Y(r,0) = Vomx (ri > M i (r, d)exp{^S2 (r, 0)/h  -  /rrr/2 ]}. (6-2.1)
(6-2.2)
(6-2.3)
with
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=  = r2 s i n e j 2(tA ) >vV ’Oi’Vi)
and
A2(r,6) = M o  A )
M‘A)
1/2
j  /, e  \ _ * M )
(6-2.4)
(6-2.5)
The phase is related to the two dimensional classical action
S2(r,d) = jp rdr + jp ed9. (6-2.6)
The semiclassical wave function is only good away from r = 0 and the z axis (6 = 0).
If this three dimensional wave function is expressed in the scaled semiparabolic 
coordinates («, u), then the wave function is expressed as (with k  = F ^4 as indicated in 5- 
B)
y/(u,v)= \irota(ri,e i)A3(u ,v )exp^S2( u ,v ) lk - im l2 ^ .  (6-2.7)
Again, the three dimensional classical amplitude is related to the two dimensional one
with
and
/  y /2
A3(u, v) = I 1 A2(u, v),
A2(u, v) = M o  A )
M*A)
1/2
(6-2.8)
(6-2.9)
(6-2.10)
H erer is the scaled time, defined in Eq. (3-9.5). The two dimensional classical action 
function is
S2(u,v) = J pudu + j  pvdv. (6-2 .11)
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The expressions for the returning wave are good away from u and v axis.
The above primitive semiclassical wave functions are only valid in regular regions. 
Near bifurcations,wave functions are much more complicated. Since two dimensional and 
three dimensional wave functions are strongly related, for helping us understand the 
problem, we examine the two dimensional wave function near a bifurcation first
Away from bifurcation the two dimensional semiclassical wave function is
where C is a constant, which is related to the initial amplitude of the wave function. 
Comparing (6-2.12) with (6-2.7), we see that two wave functions have same phase but 
different amplitude. Their amplitudes differ by
This reflects the fact that both u and v coordinates have cylindrical character in three 
dimensional space.
6-2.2 Two dimensional cusp wave function
Near a bifurcation, the adjacent returning trajectories cross over each other forming a 
cusp. (Fig. 6.1). Therefore, the classical action, defined by (6-2.11), is a  multivalued 
function of position, and the classical amplitude diverges at the cusp. A different 
representation other than the configuration space one is needed [3]. For this purpose we 
follow the framework by Maslov and Fedoriuk, and examine trajectories in phase space. 
In the four-dimensional (u,v,pu,p v) phase space, the family of trajectories outgoing from 
and later returning to the atom forms a two-dimensional surface that is called a Lagrangian 
manifold (Fig. 6.2).
yr2(u,v) = CA2 (u , v) exp|i[52 (u, v )/ h -  p.n/2^ , (6-2. 12)
(6-2.13)
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:::::•  • •  • •  » • ♦ # *
s ingu lar 
i : : points
Figure 6.2 Lagrangian manifold of a cusp.
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On examining the structure of this Lagrangian manifold, near the cusp, one sees that 
the manifold has a smooth projection onto (u,pv) space, and it has a generating function
In this mixed space (u,pv), the projection o f the manifold near the vicinity of closed- 
orbits can be fitted into a cubic form (Fig. 6.3)
The parameters aj and a3 are obtained from numerical calculation. There are three values 
o f p v which are solutions to the equation v(u = 0 ,pv) = 0. These values are momenta of 
trajectories that come back to the nucleus. In an integral representation of the wave 
function, (defined later), these values are stationary-phase points. Their values are p v = 0
The parameter aj is proportional to the difference between the energy and the 
bifurcation energy, aj « ( e - e b). Before a bifurcation al  < 0, there is one stationary 
point corresponding to the parallel orbit; after a bifurcation a3 > 0, there are three stationary 
points which are the parallel orbit and two symmetric newly created orbits. Exactly on a 
bifurcation aj = 0 , stationary points coalesce, three orbits collapse together. For our 
system a3 < 0 in all cases.
S(u,pv) such that
where
h {u ,p 0) = I pudu + J vdpv . (6-2.15)
The two generating functions are related by a Legendre transformation,
S2{u,Pv) = S2(u ,v ) -p vv. (6-2.16)
v(u = 0 ,pv) = a1p v + a3p t. (6-2.17)
and p v = ±*J-aj/a3 .
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a ,> 0 a =0 a,<0
Figure 6.3 Projection of the Lagrangian manifold in (v, pL,). a, > 0, three real stationary phase points; 
a, < 0,  one real and two complex stationary points; a, = 0, three stationary points coalescing.
V
Figure 6.4 A sketch of returning trajectories in the four dimensional space near a bifurcation. The cusp is 
aligned along the u-axis. and it is rotated about u-axis forming a cylindrically-symmetric cusp, this 
cylindrical-symmetric cusp is then rotated about the i> axis.
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The generating function S{u,pv) can be written as
S{u,pv) = pu{pv)u -  jd jP v  -  j a 3p v + S0 
where pu ~ ± ^ 4 - p 2 , since the Hamiltonian of the system is 
h = i ( P u  + Pv)  + i(u 4 ~ v4) - e ( u 2 +v2) = 2 
and near the nucleus with scaled energy e  close to zero h =  j ( p 2 + p 2) = 2.
(6-2.18)
(6-2.19)
The semiclassical wave function in the mixed space is
¥ 2 {“’Pv) = CA2(u ,pv)e x p ^S 2(u ,pv) / h -  wr/2]} (6-2.20)
where C  is related to the initial density of the wave function in this mixed space, v is the 
Maslov index in the mixed space.
h(QA)
h{r,ei)
m
<fr2-21)
The corresponding configuration space wave function is the Fourier transform of (6-2.20)
yr2(u,v) = ■ . 1 ^  \exp{ipvv/h)\jr2{u,pv)dpv. (6-2.22)
-2 n ih
Expanding pu as a function of p 2 with for the moment p u > 0  and taking A2(u ,pv) as a 
constant,
^  ^  . CA2e ^ H ^ \ e x p i ^ p vv -(^ u  + ^ a1)p l- ( -^ u ^ ^ a 3)p4v +2u]jdpt;
(6-2.23)
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Such an integral is called a Pearcey function [1].
Moreover, if ay is away from zero, the wave function at the nucleus y 2{0,0) can be 
obtained via stationary phase approximation, i.e.,
\a{p)ex^j<l>{p)\dp = a(Po) exp^sgn(<J>" {p0 ®{Po) (6-2.24).
Using (6-2.24), for ay < 0 before bifurcation, the two dimensional wave function for the 
parallel orbit is
¥ 2 (0 ,0 ) = C h { 0 A )
j 2{*Abi\
7/2
i(s0/h-vn/2-x/2)
(6-2.25)
However, in this case y/2(0,0) can also be obtained directly from the configuration space, 
it is
V2(0,0) = C M O A )
M*A)
7/2
i[S0/h-nK7tl2-jtl2)
(6-2.26)
Since ay = dv/dpv, so = j 2( * A ) ai • ^  we equate (6-2.25) and (6-2.26), we
obtain C^Jj2(0,6i) = C ^J2(0,6i) , and S0/ h - p vn/2  = S0f h -  wr/2. Thus, Eq. (6-2.23) 
can be written as
yr2(u,v) = J2{QA) Aso/*-wi2)
yj-2nih \ h b A i )  
x /  exp{j[Pvv ~ ( j u + i ai)p l - { i 4 u + i a3 )p t+  2^ P v
(6-2.27)
Later, this same argument will be used to treat the three dimensional wave function.
6-2.3 Three dimensional wave function near a bifurcation
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In this 3D space, returning trajectories pass through several singular regions. Since 
the cusp is aligned along the u-axis, and the u-axis corresponds to the z-axis in real space, 
it is a cylindrically-symmetric cusp. Moreover, the u-axis is the negative z-axis, so the 
cusp has a second, independent, cylindrical focus associated with the u-axis (Fig. 6.4). 
This forces us to embed the Schroedinger equation into a four dimensional space.
The Schroedinger equation in (u,u) near the nucleus with m = 0 and k = F ^4 is: (see 
chapter 5)
- U 2
2
d 2 | i  d | d 2 | /  d 
d u 2 u d u  d u 2 v d v
y r -e (u 2 +v2}y/ = 2\ir. (6-2.28).
Among the solutions are some that are separable,
-'-V
2
d 2 { 1 d 
d u 2 u du
V u -e u 2y u =eu\fru, (6-2.29a)
M 2
2
d 2 | 1 d 
d v 2 v d v
\irv - e v 2y/v = evyfv. (6-2.29b)
with Y  = YuVv and eu +ev - 2 .  On taking e = 0 , the solutions of these equations 
become zeroth order Bessel’s functions J0{^]2eu u /h j  and J0[yj2ev v /h j  respectively. 
Moreover, these equations also suggest that each of them can be treated as a 2-dimensional 
differential equation expressed in polar coordinates with (pu or <pv as ignorable conjugate 
coordinate. To express them in “cartesian” coordinates, we define
q = ucos(<pu) w = usin(q>u)
s = vcos(q>v) t = vsin(q>v), (6-2.30)
then the Schroedinger equations become
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■ U 2
2 d q2 + dw 2 Vqw -  e(q2 + W2)wqw = CuVq* (6-2.3 la)
■ U 2
2
d2 d2 
~d? + J ? V s t- e { s 2 + t2)'l's, = evYst ,
(6-2.3 lb)
with Yqw = yru and yrst = yrv. If we combine these two equations together, we obtain one 
four dimensional Schroedinger equation:
U 2
2
d 2 d2 d2-I 5- +  s
‘  2 d vd q 2 d w 2 ds‘
yr -  + w2 + s2 + r2) yr = 2 yr. (6-2.32)
We have converted the three dimensional Schroedinger equation in (r, 6, <p) to the equation 
of a four-dimensional harmonic oscillator in (q, w, s,t). When e = 0 , it is four dimensional 
free particle motion [4].
The wave function must depend only on u = ^ q 2 + w2 and v = yls2 + t2 ; in other 
words it is cylindrically symmetric in (q,w) and (s,t) planes. It follows that the 
corresponding classical motion must lie on straight radial lines in these two planes, 
<pu(t) = <pu. and <pv(t) = <pVj.
The phase and amplitude of the wave function must be the same, whether they written 
as function of (u,v) or of (q,s,t,w). The phase is as always the classical action,
S2 (u, v) = S4 (m, v) = S4(q, s, t, w). (6-2.33)
The Jacobian changes its form slighdy when it is embedded in the 4D space,
= uv
S(u,v,<pu,<pv) _  d (q ,s , t ,w )  
Oi,(pu>, ^ ) d (T,0it(pui,<pvi)
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=  J4 { r A ) >  (6-2.34)
but the classical amplitude remains the same
A3(u, v) = Af(u,v) = Afiq.s.t.w ). (6-2.35)
To derive wave functions near u and v axes, we have to go to the four dimensional
mixed space (q,s,pt ,pw). Again because the classical orbits are radial lines in the (<7,s)
and (t,w) planes, we may use cylindrical coordinates in momentum space
Pq = Pu cos <pPm ps = pu sin (pPm
p t = pv cos <pPu pw = p vsin <pPu (6-2.36)
and q>p = <pu, <pPu = q>v. We need the momentum-space Jacobian:
d(q, s, p„ pw) d(u, pt ,Pw)
d{*A><Pu><Pv) d [ * A ’9 v )
_ nn d iU’P v)
This can be further simplified using the angles 0  representing the direction of outgoing 
and returning trajectories in the (u,v) plane. For the outgoing trajectories, 0,- = 8 J2  and 
for the returning trajectories
pv = psin& 0, pu = p co s0 o (6-2.38)
with p  = ^ P u + p l ~ 2 near the nucleus. Therefore,
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/  ( T a  \ — L „ n
4' A > ~ 2 V v 9 (T .e l)
- y P u
'  2 d&p dpv du 
“ dG, d t  dG:
2 . dGp= up‘ sinG0 (6-2.39)
with dpv/d z  ~ 0
Using the classical action and this Jacobian, the wave function in this four dimensional 
mixed space is
V4{“>Pv)= VoutinA) exp{j[Pu(Pv)u-iaiP2v- i a 3P4v +So] - l i  i , - | j
(6-2.40)
y M J U P A )  re a c ts  the properties of initial outgoing trajectories. Following the 
same argument as the two dimensional case, it can be shown that
Voul{ri>®i) (P’ ) — Vout [ri» iP’ ) (6-2.41)
where
M O A )  = =  W  j j ^ j  = f a  f /2Fs'4 cose,sine>. (6-2.42)
F  is the field strength, F = h4 and -\ju2 + v2 = 2r{F^2. Substituting (6-2.2) and (6-2.42) 
into (6-2.41),
V o M A ^ M O A )  = - i4 n 2 5l4e~i3n/4y  0 {2Gi)faosG isinGih3/2. (6-2.43)
Finally, the mixed space wave function is
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sin 0 i d0i
sin 0o d 0 o
1/2
- jL = e * { i; ( p . u - i a lp2v - j a 3p i)]
= v A u ’P fP t)  
where 0 it 0 O, and pu are functions of pv, and
(6-2.44)
(6-2.45)
For future reference, we will need to evaluate the pre-exponential factor at those values 
of p v that correspond to trajectories that return exactly to the nucleus. One of them is 
p v = 0, and at this point
lint
Pv~*°
sin 0 t d 0 t d0 i dPv, dv dPvi
sin 0 Od 0 o d 0 o 0 dPv 0 dPv dv 0
jOJJ2
(6-2.46)
where J j2 , defined in 5-A.l o f chapter 5, is the element of Jacobian matrix evaluated at 
parallel orbit. The other returning orbits have pv = ±^Jaj/a3 , and
sin 0 ( d0 i d0 i dPv,
sin 0 O d 0 o Pv d 0 o Pv dPv
=  7 . (6-2.47)
Pv
(refer to chapter 5).
The configuration space wave function can be obtained by Fourier transforming 
V4{u>Ps’Pt)>
yf4(u ,v)= yr4(u,s,t) = - ^ —r l j  \j/4 (u,ps, p, )<*p[i (p^s + p,t)jdpsdpt
= V4{u>Pv)exp\ j(P v  • v) \pvdpvd<pv
in  J . (6-2.48)
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Since the zeroth order Bessel function can be expressed as
Jo{pvvlh)  = - v)^<pv , (6-2.49)
(6-2.48) is then related to Jq[pvv/^ )  by
V4(u,s,t) = ( - ik )  7J W4(u,pv)J0(pvv/h)podpv (6-2.50)
On plugging in \jr4(u ,pv), we get
yr4(u,v)
sin Qj d&j
s in & n  d & r
1/2
L = e x ^ r ( p uu - j a j p l  ~ i a 3p i  )J /0( / W  h)pvdpv
(6-2.51)
Up to this point, we have incoiporated cusp structure and cylindrical symmetry about 
the v axis into the wave function. \ff4(u,v) still diverges at small u. To make the wave 
function valid in the whole configuration space, we also need to consider the cylindrical 
symmetry about the u axis. As pointed out at the beginning of this section, the full 
quantum wave function of our system should have Bessel functions of both u and v 
coordinates. The u dependence of yf4(u, v) here is
V4(u>v) ~  S' I \  v TPu(Pv)u x  (other factors)dpv, (6-2.52)
y pu(Pv)u l h  J
which can be recognized as incoming part of a Bessel function at large distance,
J0(pu u/h)- U»1 ■\j2npuu /h
(6-2.53)
Indeed, if we visualize trajectories traveling in (q,w) space, we expect to see them coming 
from all of directions to the center, and they are cylindrically symmetric about the center.
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Therefore, the corresponding wave function should be a Bessel function. Hence, it is 
legitimate to replace
exp{ipu u / h ) / f i j  -> ^ 2 n /h e in/4 x J0(pu u/ft). (6-2.54).
Finally, we reach a uniform semiclassical wave function which is valid for all u, v.
V u n i f M
= £>'JVo(2<9,) sin Qj dQj
sin G0 d&Q
1/2
ex^ { - ^ a Ip 2v - ji a3p i ) ^ 0(pu(pv)u lfi)j0[pvv /n )p vdpv
(6-2.55)
where
£>'= 4 2n /h {-ih ) Dein/4 
= - in 2 3l2e ^ ' n~tl"nl2^ (6-2.56)
The integral in (6-2.55) is rather complicated, and there are no general simplifications. 
Fortunately, Y u ^ iu .v )  is not our final result, so it is not necessary to evaluate this 
integral. Later, in obtaining the formula of the oscillator strength density, part of the 
integral will couple with the source term (Dyr,-1, and the remaining part will be easy to 
integrate.
6-3 Oscillator Strength Density
6-3.1 The basic procedures
Now we are ready to derive a uniform formula for the oscillator-strength density. The 
initial wave function is assumed to be
Y i= « n l(r )Y l0( e , 9 ) (6-3.1)
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and
DWi = rRnl{r)^b l.0YV0{e,(p). (6-3.2)
v
Later in comparison with experiments, 3 s  will be used as the initial state, thus
Vi = R3o(r )*0o(0>p) &Vi = # * » ( '  <P) (6-3.3)
The oscillator strength density is proportional to the overlap of the returning wave with the 
“source” ( o r . l v - w )
° f l  = £ ' ^ "i(O y,l V m f). (6-3.4)
and
{ D Vi\Vumf) = 2 n \r2dr\Qsindde(D\ffi yfunif). (6-3.5)
Substituting (6-2.55) and changing the order of the integration, it leads to 
(D Vi\ Vunif) =  \F{Pv){\o \o D ViJo[pu{Pv)ulh]jo(Pvvlh)r2 sinddrdd^pvdpv (6-3.6)
where
F{pv) = 2nD '\}o{2ed
sin&i d&A
sin 0 q d 0 o\
(6-3.7)
The order of integration here is rather crucial; we choose to integrate the angular part first, 
the radial part second, and then the momentum part
The angular part of the integral is
Ae = J0* Yr0(d)J0(puu /k ) j0(pvv/h)sin Odd, (6-3.8)
in terms of 0  = 0/2,
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Ae = 4 f f 2 s in 9 c o s9 Y r0(29)J0{pRcos 9 0 cos G /fi)J0(pRsin 9 0 sin &/h)d&. (6-3.9)
Ae can be expressed as a solution of Coulomb wave function near the ionization threshold 
in (r, 6) coordinates
4 .  =  « - f  rrM ) J" ? j j f p  (6-3.10)
The derivation of (6-3.10) is shown in Appendix 6-A.
The radial part of the integral is
Ar = Yf blro\orRd Aer2dr (6-3.11)
is proportional to 0(d). since
K  = 'L b n H -)‘'y n (6 o )io Rrt
— E Z < r f  U n J j y k f r A e 0)
V
= ^ 0(2 9 0) (6-3.12)
in which
I W )  = £ R ni J2V+J^ r3dr. (6-3.13)
■vr
Now we need to evaluate the integral involving with pv, and thus obtain 
(jOyr,] Vunif')- Substituting (6-3.7) and (6-3.12), Eq. (6-3.6) can be written as
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(Di/fi | Vumf) = J  F(Pv)ArPvdPv
« P  i ( - ? a j P 2v ~ i a 3Pv ]\j?vdPv
(6-3.14)
where
(6-3.15)
Notice the prefactor of the exponent possess zero at pv =  0 , so this stationary point is now 
a singular point. Equation (6-3.14) is a diffraction type integral. Discussion of such 
integrals can be found in several references [5], [6], [7].
Also notice that up to now, we assumed the projection of the Lagrangian manifold in 
the region including all three stationary phase points is cubic (6-2.17). This is a very good 
approximation when a3 is not too large. For large a}, it is not quite a cubic form. 
However, it is possible to make a change of variables pv -  pv(p'v) = p ’v + oep'J + • •• with 
the same stationary point characteristics, such that
v(u = 0 ,pv) = a ,p ’v + a3p 'v3. (6-3.16)
holds exactly.
Therefore, (6-3.14) can be generalized as
(D ¥ i \  ¥unif)
(6-3.17)
where
3a3p v +aI (6-3.18)
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At the stationary phase point p ' = 0 or p ' = ±aj/a3 , we have
dPv ai
dPvJp^o \{d v /d P v)0
=  1
f  j \dpv 2aj
7 new1
(6-3.19)
since {d v /d p v)0 = a; .
6*3.2 Uniform asymptotic expansion
We need to find an uniform asymptotic approximation to the integral of Eq.(6-3.17).
y
Let x = p ’v, (6-3.17) can be written as
( D V i  | W unif) =  ^ D "\o  s ( x ) e x ^ i X ^ x 2 +  o x j j i x
where
« W = v ( 2  e ,V (2 0 o )
f  . ^  \V 2f  , \2
dPvsinQj dOj 
sin O0 dO0 W v
(6-3.20)
(6-3.21)
and A = - a 3/2h  > 0, a = ajla3. Instead of having three stationary points as (6-3.17), 
(6-3.20) now has only one stationary point at x  = -a ,  and an end point contribution to the 
integral. The result of the integral
/(A, a) = J”  g(x)exp |^A ^x2 + a x^b c (6-3.22)
is obtained by Bleistein [7] in terms of asymptotic series involving the function 
v[^[Xae~l7Cl4} and its first derivative, with
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V(s) = exp^—(t2/2  + st )]df = exp(-s2/2^erfc(s), (6-3.23)
and the Error function is defined as erfc{s) = £ °exp\^-t2j2^1t. When the variable s is
complex like the situation here, the error function becomes a Fresnel integral. The leading
terms of this uniform expansion for (6-3.22) is
I{K a) ~  einl4g{a)X-II2v { 4 la e - iKl4) + {aX y1 ein'2[g{0)- g(a)], (6-3.24)
where by substituting (6-2.46), (6-2.47) and (6-3.19),
d&ig(0) (0 )/(0 )
and
dGf
g(a) -V  (2 0 ,) /  ■ (6-3-25)
v[4kae~inl4) = e-aat/2e -in/4^ E e a ' i/2 = e -aai/2e~i,l/4D(a), (6-3.26) 
with the Fresnel integral defined as D(a) = J“  e1*1 ^2. Equation (6-3.24) is then
I  {X,a) =  g(a)eia>/4ka’D(a) -  ein/2— [g(0) -  g(a)]. (6-3.27)
ai
Combining (6-3.27), and (6-3.25), and substituting into (6-3.4) we obtain
Df1 = Im D '''\e ia‘l4^ g { a )D { a )-e inl2^ [ g { 0 ) - g { a ) ^  (6-3.28)
in which ft = F1*4 and
D "’= ^E ~ E^  D"= (E -  Ei)n23 e ^ tl~ll*n,2~7:l2}. (6-3.29)
it
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Equation (6-3.28) is the uniform oscillator strength density formula that we have been 
seeking.
6-3.3 Lim iting cases
A) Three stationary points well separated
As a check of our derivation, we want to show that our uniform formula reduces to 
previous semiclassical formulas. We consider the case when all three saddle points are 
well separated.
In this case, |<Z;| is relatively large. The asymptotic expansion of the Fresnel integral is
A
D{aila3) ~ ei7[/2e~ia' ^  ^  at,/a3 ->  (fl/ < 0), (6-3.30)
N
and
| A . Jt A
D (aj/a3) ~ 2 J — e < - e in/2e - iai/4ha’ 2 *  a i/a3 -> (a j> 0 ). (6-3.31).
V a3 N
Before the bifurcation a3 < 0. On plugging (6-3.30) into (6-3.28), we obtain
Dfj = lm D " 'e in/2^ g ( 0 )
N
= ( E - E i)n25F 1/y .  {Oy. (0) d&,
dGr
\aj\ 1 sin{s0F~^4 - / I , ,  n/2 — 7T/2)
Pl=o . (6-3.32)
From (6-2.46) we have \d&i/ dB 0\p, 1 = l ^ 2l , and J°i2 can be derived from
chapter 3 Eq.(3-9.22),
1 • (6-3.33)
do \s in s 2 e x
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Thus
Df? = { E - E i)29l2KF1'4y  (0 ^  (O)lsi^ sin(nS0F-«< - j t ,  n /2 - x /2 ) .  (6-3.34)
This is exactly the fonnula for the parallel orbit used in preceding chapters.
After bifurcation at > 0. On plugging in (6-3.31) into (6-3.28), we obtain
Dfi = Im D "' eia' / 4ka’g ( a ) 2 ] ^ e 4 - e in/2— g(0) (6-3.35)
The first term of this equation is
o / r = H E - Ey ^  (2 0 ,) t
(6-3.36)
Since aj/a3 ~ 2sin{0i/2), and it is easy to show S0/h  + a j/4ha3 = S"**V, and 
fj.new = /in, therefore,
D f r  = { E - E i )x3/221]/2y  ( o f t  (idi)Fll8sin{ei/2 ){j'!? )~ 1/2
x s i n ^ S ^ / h —/t^v^r/2 — 3it/2+ 3n/4 j (6-3.37)
The second term of (6-3.34) is
D ff  = ( £ - Ei)29'2nF1'4^  (0 )/ (0)  ^ ' ^ L ^ sin(nS0F~114 - j i ,  n /2 -3 n /2 ) (6-3.38)
Equations (6-3.37) and (6-3.38) are exactly the formulas for the parallel and the new orbit 
obtained previously by primitive semiclassical approximation.
B) Three stationary points coalescence
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Another case to consider is when all three stationary phase points coalesce. This 
happens close to bifurcation, a3 ~ 0 .
The Fresnel integral in this case is
Since g (0 )-g (a ) = g '(0)aj/a3 with g'(0) being a small constant independent of 
bifurcation energy, hence
The first term is equal to half of the recurrence strength of the new orbit, and the second 
term is small. This result indicates the amplitude of the oscillator strength density is finite 
at the bifurcation and its maximum occurs after the bifurcation.
6-4 R ecurrence Spectra And Com parison W ith Experim ents
In this section, we compare our calculations with experimental measurements recently 
performed by Kleppner’s group at MIT [8].
The experiment was performed on m = 0 states of lithium for a number of scaled 
energies between e  = -2.1  and e = -0 .37 . Recurrence spectra are obtained by Fourier
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(6-3.39)
(6-3.40)
On plugging in D ’”
Dfj = { E - E i )n3'223F 1/ y  (0 ^  (0)(fli) 1/2sin(s0/ h - ^ n / 2 - 7 i / 4 )  
+ { E -E i )it24 F ^4g \0 \a 3 )-7 sm(s0/ a  -/t„ jr/2  -  n) (6-3.41)
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transforming the measured photoabsorption cross sections. The experiment employs a 
lithium atomic beam which passes through holes in the center of a pair of electric plates. 
Between the field plates, the atoms are excited from the 2s state to the 3s state by a two- 
photon transition. A second laser is polarized parallel to the applied Held and excites the 
atoms to Rydberg states.
The initial state is then
The oscillator-strength density can be calculated by using the hydrogen model with 3s 
initial state, since the effect of the phase shift caused by the quantum defect of lithium is 
small. The reduced recurrence spectrum can then be calculated according to Eq. (5-3.11), 
(5-4.1), and (5-4.2). This calculated hydrogen spectrum should differ from the lithium 
spectrum only by a constant
The measured spectra for -2.1 < e<  -0 .4  are shown in Fig. 6.5. As predicted in 
chapter 5, the measurements show small recurrences corresponding to the repetitions of the 
parallel orbit and large recurrences near where repetitions of the parallel orbit bifurcate into 
other closed orbits. The large peaks which correspond to bifurcations are labeled with the 
fractions (m/l) used to designate the newly created closed orbits. The orbits created by 
these bifurcations are shown across the top of the figure.
To verify our new formula, we compare calculated recurrence spectra with 
measurements in small steps o f e  near the 7/2 bifurcation (Fig. 6.6), with the same 
normalization constant for different energies. Thick lines are calculations and thin lines are 
measurements. The needles are the strength of individual orbits and their repetitions. The
Vi = R3o(r)Yoo(e,q>), (6-4.1)
and there is no I—s coupling for this state,
DWi -  ^ i rR3o(r)YJo(^’<P)- (6-4.2)
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uniform approximation is used for the second recurrence and its repetition, and the 
semiclassical approximation is used for all the other recurrences. The agreement between 
theory and experiments are excellent We also observe that the maximum recurrence peak 
does not appear right at the bifurcation £ = -0 .4 , but a little after the bifurcation e = -0.5, 
which agrees with the prediction of Eq. 6-3.41.
1/2 2/3 3/4 4/5 5/6 6/7 7/8 3/5 5 7  7/9
Zl-0.4
- 0.6
- 0.8
678
- 1.2
W-1.4
- 1.6
- 1.8
0.5 1 1.5 9 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5
S
Figure 6.5 Global measured recurrence spectra. Horizontal curves are measured recurrence spectra. Curves 
across the graph represent the action of various return of the parallel orbit as a function of energy. Location 
of bifurcation (predicted in chapter 5) are marked as dots. Recurrence are especially strong near bifurcations. 
On top of the graph are pictures of bifurcated oibits.
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0
Figure 6.6 Recurrence strength near the 1/2 bifurcation, e = -0.4 is the bifurcation energy, e = -0.37 
is before the bifurcation and f  = -0.45 and - 0. 5 is after the bifurcation. Here heavy lines are calculations, 
and light lines are experiments
e=-0.37
A A a  A
.0  1 . 0  2 .0  3 . 0
e= -0 .5
A
e= -0 .4 5
e = -0 .4
AA
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6-5 Conclusion
An improved formula for the oscillator strength density is derived by using a uniform 
semiclassical approximation. This formula is valid in all cases, it is especially useful near 
bifurcations where previous semiclassical formula diverges. Comparisons between theory 
and experiments show very good agreement both near and away from a bifurcation
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Appendix 6-A Integral Involving Bessel Functions
In this appendix, we prove the following result:
Aq/4  = \ f f2sin6 cos6Yvo(26)J0{j)Rcos60cos6 /tt^Jo{j)Rsin&os in 6 /h ^ d 0  (6-A.l)
-  r f r  10 ((, •
(pR/%) ’ ( }
where 6 = 2 6  and 60 =  2 6 0.
Equation (6-A.2) can be recognized as a solution to the Schroedinger equation in (r, 8) 
coordinates, since
( 6 - A - 3 )
Jo{Puu l o { P v vJ (6-A.l) is a solution of the Schroedinger equation in (u,v) 
coordinates,
Jo[puuf  *)Jo {Pvvf  = Jc\PRcos&c cos ® /ty o {p R  sin &o s in 6 /h j.  (6-A.4)
The asymptotic approximation for the Bessel function is
Jv(z) = ^ ^ c o ^ z - ^ v i c - ^ .  (6-A.5)
Thus, at large/?, (6-A.2) become
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( - y > r0(2©0) J2r+i(pR/^ )
(pR/h)
(6-A.6)
Likewise, the two Bessel functions become
J0(pRcos 0 O cos 0 /fi}J o[pRsin 0 O sin e/i)
n p R / f i \
1 ( PR a  x }  ( PR • & - a  n■ cos\ —t- cosG0cos0  cos t-r-sin&0 s in 0 -----
cos S 0 cos0sin& o s in 0  v h 4 )  \ h
x {ex^ ( Y cos(e o ~ G ) ~  § ) ]2npR/Ti y cos 0 O cos 0 s in  0 O sin 0
+ cos(0O -0)-  y j j  + exp^ i^ -cos(0o + 0) J +  exj -^i^ -cos(0o +
(6-A.7)
On plugging in (6-A.7), (6-A.l) is now separated into four integrals with stationary 
phase points 0  = 0 O and 0  = n+  0 O for the first two, 0  = - 0 O and 0  = n —0 o for the 
last two. In this case, however, only 0  = 0 O contributes, since the value of both 0  and 
0 O is in the range of (0, n/2). Using the stationary-phase approximation,
a(p)e;«p|jr <&(/?) ^ a{Po)exJ\i^sgn(& "(p0 •
The sum of the first two terms reduces to (6-A.6)
Since (6-A.l) (6-A.2) are equal at large R, they should be equal to each other at all 
values of R  because the integration of (6-A.l) is independent on R.
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CHAPTER 7 
SUMMARY
We have studied photoabsorption spectra of hydrogen and alkali atoms in electric 
fields by using the semiclassical closed-orbit theory. In particular, we have examined a 
new aspect of the closed-orbit theory—absorption spectra near bifurcations.
For hydrogen three approximations are used: (1) Near the atomic nucleus, the electric 
field is negligible; (2) far from the nucleus, waves propagate semiclassically; and (3) 
returning waves are similar to cylindrically modified Coulomb-scattering waves away form 
a bifurcation. Near a bifurcation, however, the third approximation is far from 
satisfactory. Instead, returning waves are described in semiparabolic coordinates (u, v) as 
a cylindrically symmetrical cusp associated with the u axis, and a cylindrical focus 
associated with the v axis
For alkali atoms, only two more assumptions are needed upon using the hydrogen 
model: (1) Inside the core, the wave function differs from Coulomb function substantially, 
however, not much information is needed about this region; (2) outside the core, the wave 
function are hydrogenic function with a phase shift. It has been shown that the formula 
used for hydrogen can be used here with very few modifications
We have also shown that as a consequence of separability in semiparabolic 
coordinates, closed orbits of the electron have simple patterns, and these patterns can be 
described by ratios o f period of u  to i; motion. Whenever the ratio of two motions is a 
rational number, a new orbit bifurcates from the parallel orbit. Bifurcations are especially 
visible in the recurrence spectrum where there is substantial increase of the recurrence 
strength in corresponding repetitions of the parallel orbit
147
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The relation between semiclassical Einstein-Brillouin-Keller-Marcus (EBKM) method 
and the closed-orbit theory method on integrable system has been studied. They are 
complementary in the same sense that energy and time are complementary variables in 
quantum mechanics. Our numerical calculations have indicated that sinusoidal fluctuations 
contributed by the closed orbits combine into peaks, and these peaks are in locations 
predicted by EBKM theory.
Various comparisons with experimental measurements have again displayed that our 
theory is powerful and easy to use.
As far as future work is concerned, one aspect I would like to look at carefully is how 
important the core scattering effect of alkali atoms would be. At high energy and with short 
orbit, we have shown that it only produces a phase shift in the spectrum. At low energy, 
especially with long orbits, some experimental measurements on lithium have indicated that 
the effect of core scattering is visible, it produces additional peaks in recurrence spectra.
Another aspect I would like to examine is how to incorporate tunneling in our theory to 
study a quasibound system. Present closed-orbit theory contains no information about 
tunneling through the barrier, therefore, it does not give prediction of the width of a peak in 
the absorption spectrum. A possible way to handle it is to include a reflection probability 
into the recurrence amplitude whenever a closed orbit is bounced back from the barrier.
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